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Executive summary
In 2016, as the Ethics and Governance of AI Initiative (the Initiative) was being conceptualized,
numerous events occurred that would impact research, policy, and public discourse on the ethics and
governance of AI. Examples include: the founding of the Partnership on AI (PAI); the ProPublica
investigation that uncovered signi�cant racial bias in AI used by law enforcement; and Brexit and the
US presidential election, two political events which involved the spreading of misinformation on social
media platforms.1 The funders recalled that the �eld of AI ethics was nascent when the Initiative was
created: “There was de�nitely a sense in 2016 that there was so much going on [...] it was a very rapidly
moving �eld that hadn’t taken shape at all.”2

By 2017, $26 million had been raised for the Initiative that sought “to ensure that technologies of
automation and machine learning are researched, developed, and deployed in a way which vindicates
social values of fairness, human autonomy, and justice.”3 Philanthropic support was provided by
Luminate (founded by The Omidyar Group), Reid Hoffman, Knight Foundation, and the William and
Flora Hewlett Foundation. The Miami Foundation provided �scal management. The Initiative was
structured as a joint project of the MIT Media Lab and the Harvard Berkman-Klein Center for Internet
and Society (BKC).

In their joint proposal, BKC and Media Lab articulated that, in collaboration with partners, they would
“deploy new prototypes, conduct research, directly impact both policy and technologies, build
community, teams, and even institutions, and engage in education and outreach that meaningfully
connects human values with the technical capabilities of AI….”4 The Initiative was active from 2017 to
2022 and awarded approximately $23 million to 39 grantees working on 42 projects.

As the Initiative neared the end of its funding, The Miami Foundation and funding partners sought to
assess the durability of its collaborative efforts, and the impact of projects supported through its grants.
In August 2021, The Miami Foundation contracted Caribou Digital to evaluate the Initiative by
reviewing 200+ Initiative documents, surveying grantees, and conducting 30 interviews with Initiative
stakeholders. The top-level �ndings and recommendations from this evaluation are presented in this
report.

Initiative impact
Using the Initiative’s implied Theory of Change—reconstructed by Caribou Digital in Annex 3—as a
framework, impact was described and assessed across four categories: 1) relevance and centrality of
assets developed under the Initiative, 2) informed public and private sectors, 3) changes in governance,
public policy, and industry practice, and 4) building the AI ethics and governance community.

The Initiative generated vast quantities of assets: over 250 publications (Annex 6), more than a
dozen products (Annex 5), and countless engagements. In terms of their centrality and utility to the
broader �eld, academic citations of these assets ranged from zero to thousands. Uptake of AI products
for public good varied, with some stand-out examples of high and sustained uptake. Insights from
large events funded by the Initiative suggested high relevance, engagement, and value.

One in three of the Initiative’s grantees provided examples of their contributions to more
informed public and private sectors. Grantees informed policymakers in a variety of ways: providing

4 BKC-Media Lab, Cover Memo to Ethics and Governance of AI Fund Principals, June 1, 2017.

3 “Request for Proposals: Assessing the Ethics and Governance of Arti�cial Intelligence Initiative.”

2 Martin Tisné (Luminate), online interview, January 12, 2022.

1 Sam Levin and Nicky Woolf, “Tesla Driver Killed while Using Autopilot was Watching Harry Potter, Witness Says,” The
Guardian, July 1, 2016,
https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2016/jul/01/tesla-driver-killed-autopilot-self-driving-car-harry-potter; Julia
Angwin, Jeff Larson, Surya Mattu, and Lauren Kirchner, “Machine Bias,” ProPublica, May 23, 2016,
https://www.propublica.org/article/machine-bias-risk-assessments-in-criminal-sentencing.
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evidence, testifying, delivering brie�ngs, sitting on advisory groups, and engaging in partnerships.
Industry representatives were notably more dif�cult to engage, as they were less accessible and less
likely to share that a grantee’s work was informative. Excluding a number of internationally mandated
institutions, the majority of examples emanated from North America, Europe, and the UK.

One in four of the Initiative’s grantees linked explicit policy changes and actions to their work.
Grantees identi�ed changes at several major technology companies, including: improvements to the
quality of information on platforms (Twitter, Pinterest, Google, Facebook); online safety protections for
users (Disqus); and assessments on bias within AI systems (Amazon and HSBC). However, grantees
highlighted that impact on technology companies may be underreported. Within the public sector, all
changes were concentrated in the US, at the local level, such as the ban on face surveillance technology
in Massachusetts, and Electronic Frontier Foundation’s (EFF) work on the Public Oversight of
Surveillance Technology (POST) Act in New York City. EFF’s two legal rulings to reverse the use of AI to
implicate or imprison, set precedents for future campaigns.

Views about the cohesiveness and strength of the AI ethics and governance community varied
considerably, as did assessments of the roles of BKC, MIT, and the Initiative in strengthening
them. Some noted that it “de�nitely exists” and that BKC and MIT “de�nitely contributed to it.” Others
thought that, while there is a “healthy �eld,” the uni�cation of computer science and social science
“hasn’t ended up with that galvanization.” But one thing is certain; the number of institutions
producing outputs and the number of people convened under the banner of AI ethics grew, and the
Initiative fueled this growth.

Two broader changes enabled by the Initiative surfaced: organization progression and career
progression and change. Some research products produced through the Initiative contributed to their
authors’ career progression from research to developing policy or practices around AI ethics and
governance. A few grantees credited the Initiative with their growth from projects to organizations and
as leaders in their �eld. For example, the Markup used Initiative funds as seed funding; by the end of
their grant, they had raised $25 million.5 DigiChina transitioned from a startup project within the New
America Foundation to a program based at Stanford University with multi-year funding6

Unsurprisingly for an initiative of this scale and diversity, many projects continued to generate
impact and a few closed. The bene�ts of educated professionals, members of the public, research
assets, and legal reforms are relatively durable. Some Initiative projects, such as Tattle, the Markup,
DigiChina, CivilServant and the FAT ML (later the ACM FAccT) conference, have grown or found homes
in new institutions and continue to add value. However, 18% (n=7) of grantees, representing 6%
($1,367,188) of total funding, did not report on impact beyond outputs.

Was aggregate impact observed enough? While it may be up to each funder to assess whether
reported impact was suf�cient, it is also worth considering the nascency of AI ethics and governance in
2016, which required an element of foundation laying. This more exploratory work tends to weigh
towards outputs rather than longer-term impacts. Ultimately, Initiative leadership and funders should
emerge with new knowledge and a clearer view on where resources should be focused next or new
learnings to apply to similar future initiatives.

Initiative implementation
There was a relatively proportional mix of theoretical and practical projects. There were
signi�cantly more research papers produced than AI products for public good developed. However, if a
broader view of “practical” is taken—i.e., including engagement with public and private sector actors
and the development of public resources and trainings—the theoretical and practical mix does not
appear disproportional. Further, 72% of grantees worked in more than one of the Initiative’s three
strategic areas—1) community and capacity building, 2) research sprints and pilot projects, and
3)education, training, and outreach—demonstrating that most projects embodied a mix of theoretical
and practical.

6 New America, �nal report, October 2021.

5 The Markup, �nal report, October 2019.
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The Initiative was responsive to most trends in the broad �eld of AI. This responsiveness can be
characterized across four efforts: 1) to embrace the inherent interdisciplinarity of AI (and of AI ethics
and governance); 2) to uplift and amplify a diversity of voices; 3) to include and engage broader
elements of society; and 4) to develop and support a counterweight to industry resources and priorities

Interdisciplinarity. It is notable, responsive, and appropriate that the majority of the Initiative
projects had various interdisciplinary aspects to them—either in their teams or in the people they
convened. Grantees felt that such interdisciplinarity was important to continue and in the long
term the community will be healthier and more resilient for this.

Diversity. While the “diversity disaster” in the broader AI �eld is well known.7 Within the sub-�eld
of AI ethics and governance, grantees noted that a �eld that relied on the same voices, geographies
and, often, institutions would result in missing perspectives. With 15% of grantees being non-US
based8 and 80% of funding support academic institutions, on this front, and in line with their
international ambitions9 the Initiative could have done more. There remains an imperative to push
for substantive diversity of thought and experience, both within geographies and across them.

Active inclusion of society. Over 50% of the Initiative’s projects included society as one of their
target audiences. Several grantees shared that the AI ethics and governance community must build
on the Initiative’s efforts to actively engage with society. Democratic societies determine how their
governments use technology and automated systems; the Initiative illustrates how it is vital to
bridge the knowledge gap and explain how these systems work to ensure that current social
injustices are not replicated through AI.

Industry counterweight. While the Initiative may be seen as a counter-weight to the signi�cant
industry resources invested in AI. Donors have the opportunity to off-set market and geopolitical
incentives in support of human-centric and ethical applications of AI. While it will not be possible
for donors’ funds to equal the amount spent on AI by industry or major governments, academic
and civil society organizations will continue to play a key role in increasing public awareness and
in�uencing policy.

Recommendations for funders
The three most pertinent recommendations to support broad, complex multi-donor/ year/grantee
initiatives are highlighted here.

1. Design for diversity—in institutions, approaches, and geography—in the selection process.
Conducting informative activities—such as ecosystem scanning and surveys on priorities—prior to
selection processes is an opportunity to gain consensus on the gaps in research and practice and
increase awareness of a broader range of organizations conducting relevant work. Another
approach is to set a quota/cap on the number of grants provided to certain organizational types,
those from speci�c countries, or those representing speci�c interests. This will enable a richer set of
implementers, perspectives, and impacts. Support for intra-initiative engagement—from internal
newsletters, discussion forums, or annual convenings—could further maximize the bene�ts of
diverse grantee voices.

2. De�ne the community mission to galvanize people and institutions. Building communities is
inherently dif�cult work, made more dif�cult without clarity on the community’s mission. For
future community-building initiatives, articulating the vision and mission, clarifying membership,
and determining strategies to achieve the mission would galvanize people and institutions towards
it.

3. Design for impact measurement at the start of initiatives. A framework could include: a robust
theory of change, measurement principles, speci�c and appropriate metrics, dedicated resources to
regularly aggregate and review insights generated by grantees, and intra-Initiative learning
convenings.

9 BKC and Media Lab, proposal narrative, April 12, 2017.

8 South America (2), UK (2), and Asia (2)

7 West, S.M., Whittaker, M. and Crawford, K. Discriminating Systems: Gender, Race and Power in AI. AI Now Institute. April
2019. Retrieved from https://ainowinstitute.org/ discriminatingsystems.html
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Introduction
In 2016, as the Initiative was being conceptualized, numerous events occurred that would impact
research, policy, and public discourse on the ethics and governance of AI. These included the founding
of the Partnership on AI (PAI), the �rst fatal crash of a car driving on autopilot, the ProPublica
investigation that uncovered signi�cant racial bias in algorithms used by law enforcement, and Brexit
and the US presidential election, two political events which involved the spreading of misinformation
on social media platforms.10 The funders recalled that the �eld of AI ethics was nascent when the
Initiative was created: “There was de�nitely a sense in 2016 that there was so much going on [...] it was
a very rapidly moving �eld that hadn't taken shape at all.”11

By 2017, $26 million had been raised for the Initiative. This included $10 million each from Luminate
(founded by The Omidyar Group) and Reid Hoffman, $5 million from Knight Foundation, and $1
million from the William and Flora Hewlett Foundation. The Miami Foundation provided �scal
management.

The Initiative was conceived as a hybrid research effort and philanthropic fund that sought “to ensure
that technologies of automation and machine learning are researched, developed, and deployed in a
way which vindicates social values of fairness, human autonomy, and justice.”12 As a joint project of the
MIT Media Lab and the Harvard Berkman-Klein Center for Internet and Society (BKC), the
Initiative intended to build pathways for collaboration across Media Lab and BKC and incubate a
range of research, prototyping, and advocacy activities within these two anchor institutions and across
the broader ecosystem. The Initiative was active from 2017 to 2022 and awarded approximately $23
million to 39 institutions working on 42 projects.

Evaluation methods
The Miami Foundation and the funding partners sought to assess and understand the impact of the
Initiative. In August 2021, The Miami Foundation contracted Caribou Digital to evaluate the Initiative.

The evaluation was conducted in three phases: 1) inception, 2) data collection, and 3) analysis. During
the inception phase, the evaluation team worked to fully understand the original vision of the
Initiative, including its implicit Theory of Change. The data collection phase focused on speci�c
questions related to the structure, implementation and impact of the Initiative. The evaluation was a
qualitative design using document review, semi-structured interviews, and surveys. See Annex 1 for a
complete description of the evaluation framework and data collection and analysis methods.

Report outline
1. Initiative implementation. Outlines the governance structure, processes and outcomes of project

selection. It also re�ects on the Initiative's responsiveness to trends in the �eld of AI.

2. Initiative impact. Describes and assesses four categories of impact that the Initiative sought to
effect.

3. Recommendations. Outlines three broad recommendations for funders supporting or interested
in launching similar initiatives.

4. In summary. Summary re�ections on the aggregate achievements of the Initiative.

12 “Request for Proposals: Assessing the Ethics and Governance of Arti�cial Intelligence Initiative.”

11 Martin Tisné (Luminate), online interview, January 12, 2022.

10 Sam Levin and Nicky Woolf, “Tesla Driver Killed while Using Autopilot was Watching Harry Potter, Witness Says,” The
Guardian, July 1, 2016,
https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2016/jul/01/tesla-driver-killed-autopilot-self-driving-car-harry-potter; Julia
Angwin, Jeff Larson, Surya Mattu, and Lauren Kirchner, “Machine Bias,” ProPublica, May 23, 2016,
https://www.propublica.org/article/machine-bias-risk-assessments-in-criminal-sentencing.
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Initiative implementation
This section outlines the implementation of the Initiative, speci�cally the 1) project selection processes,
2) type of projects funded, and 3) a review of the Initiative’s responsiveness to trends in the AI �eld.

Project selection process
A Steering Committee was established in October 2017 to advise on processes and grantee selection. It
consisted of 18 members of which 6 were voting members. The Steering Committee hired an Initiative
director, Tim Hwang, to coordinate project selection with BKC and Media Lab and oversee all grants.

The project selection process was intended to re�ect a “Silicon Valley mindset” i.e., making decisions
quickly and in response to opportunities or challenges observed, without an overly formal selection
process. There were three modes in which awards were provided: 1) annual grants to BKC and Media
Lab, 2) network grants, and 3) a Challenge Fund. Please see Annex 2 for a breakdown of the Initiative
granting timeline and budget allocation.

1. Annual grants to anchor institutions: The Initiative provided annual grants to BKC and Media
Lab to fund various existing and new in-house projects. BKC received funding for three years
(2017–2019) and Media Lab for two years (2017–2018). In total, �ve awards were provided to BKC
and Media Lab valued at $14,482,436, with an average grant size of ~$2.8 million.

2. Network grants: Recipients of these grants were sourced via the Initiative director and the anchor
institutions’ networks in conformance with a desire to quickly fund known opportunities. These
totaled 29 awards valued at $8,093,448, with an average grant size of ~$250,000.

3. Challenge Fund grants: The AI and the News Challenge was an open call in 2019. According to
Initiative Director Tim Hwang, the challenge grants tended to be “smaller, more experimental, not
necessarily associated with established organizations. They were designed to be awarded quickly
and intended to be ‘prototype-style projects.’”13 These totaled seven awards valued at $750,000,
with an average grant size of ~$100,000.

Typologies of projects: Theoretical and practical
In this section, the types of projects chosen via the various selection processes are reviewed.

In their joint proposal, BKC and Media Lab outlined three broad strategic activities: 1) Community and
capacity building, 2) Research sprints and pilot projects and 3) Education, training, and outreach.
When all projects are plotted against these activities, insights into the Initiative’s aggregate focus are
revealed (Figure 1). Research and pilot projects were a central pillar, with 87% (n=34) of grantees
recording related activities. This was followed by 64% (n=25) of grantees supporting education,
training, and outreach activities and 56% supporting community building (n=25). The majority of
grantees, 72% (n=28) worked in at least two activities, with 28% (n=11) dedicating resources to a single
activity area.

A sample of a signi�cant project grouping is described below, and a description of all projects can be
found in Annex 4.

13 Tim Hwang (previous director of the Initiative), online interview, November 11, 2021.
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Figure 1: Plotting projects against the expanded Initative’s strategic pillars
*Ordering of funded projects/institutions is chronological based on funding start date
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Academic institutions
Academic institutions represented the majority of grantees (46%; n=18) and received 80% of the total
funding. Signi�cant volumes of research were generated by academic institutions and topics spanned
misinformation, governance, privacy, accountability, human rights, criminal justice, health, and armed
con�ict. Principles in AI development were aggregated and new methodologies to assess AI impact
were forwarded. Some institutions developed AI products; for example, ITS Rio developed bots to
locate other bots on social media, and RIT developed a product to assess deepfakes. In aggregate, these
institutions convened numerous workshops, developed community spaces, hosted large
cross-disciplinary events, and supported fellowships. Collectively, the public sector (i.e., legal, health,
military, governance), civil society, international bodies, and industry were engaged to discuss the
ethics and governance of AI. Training opportunities and courses were developed and deployed. Within
academic institutions a particular genre of academics were noted to be highly active in promoting their
research beyond journals and conferences and sought wider media coverage. Such promotion efforts
supported industry and policy engagement. Their research methods ranged from innovative citizen
science (CivilServant) to behavioral science (University of Regina).

Research organizations and think tanks
The �ve research/think tank organizations—Mozilla, Data & Society, New America Foundation,
Cambridge in America Leverhulme Centre, and Digital Asia Hub—cut across all three activity areas,
but conducting research and using the outputs for policy and industry outreach were their primary
activities. Research topics were diverse and included understanding the role of AI in disinformation, the
social and economic implications of AI, and geo-targeted research on AI in Asia. All but one
organization engaged with government policymakers. Two organizations engaged with technology
companies, while another speci�cally engaged in public outreach. These �ve organizations received 5%
of the total funding.

Technology companies
Four technology companies were funded. Most had a strong information quality/media focus. Meedan
developed products to assess article credibility alongside AI fact-checking newsroom products. Tattle
Technologies also supported fact-checking, and two grantees (Legal Robot and Muckrock) developed
AI products to acquire and classify large public datasets to enable greater access to information for civil
society and the media. These four organizations received 2% of the total funding.

Advocacy
Four advocacy organizations pursued research to inform and further their advocacy efforts on:
transparency and explanation of machine learning (ML) (EFF); misuse of face surveillance technology
(ACLU); Europe’s GDPR and e-privacy reforms (Access Now); and AI-generated pretrial risk
assessments (Human Rights Data Analysis Group). They produced materials for the general public
and legal sector, organized public awareness campaigns, and directly engaged with policymakers.
These three organizations received 5% of the total funding.

Media
Three media outlets were supported to seed or produce investigative journalism on topics related to
ethics and governance of AI, which focused on audiences in the US (Seattle Times and The Markup
primarily) and Latin America (Chequeado). Public outreach was via their own channels and other
media outlets. These three organizations received 4% of the total funding.

Note that there were �ve projects supported that did not �t the classi�cation above; these were mainly
standalone research projects and events.

While academic institutions were the majority of funding recipients, research was not the exclusive
output of their projects. Outputs ranged from product development, convenings, training resources,
and engagement with the public sector, private sector, and general public. Thus the Initiative embodied
a mix of practical and theoretical projects. Ultimately, the grantees used varying levers, mostly based on
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product and knowledge assets produced, to support the ethical advancement of AI. Some interviewees
noted that the diversity was intentional and likened it to a series of bets or experiments to understand
what might be the optimum levers that address the ethical concerns of AI. These levers included:

● Supporting journalistic and legal organizations to hold algorithms to account
● Engaging in multidisciplinary convenings and collaborations of ethicists and computer scientists
● Supporting products and methodologies to determine AI fairness, accountability, and transparency
● Education and training opportunities for public institutions and the media
● Investment in causal reasoning and behavior science to understand engagement with AI
● Public awareness campaigns on speci�c uses of, or policies around, AI.

Initiative’s responsiveness to trends
Through the projects implemented by the Initiative, this section identi�es how the Initiative responded
to trends in the broad �eld of AI. This responsiveness can be characterized across four efforts: 1)
interdisciplinarity, 2) diversity, 3) active inclusion of society, and 4) supporting a counterweight to
industry resources.

The interdisciplinarity of the endeavor: During the period of the Initiative, the �eld of AI ethics
seems to have reached the tipping point of complexity, where experts have lost the ability to keep track
of developments.14 This is more than a challenge of scale—it is one of heterogeneity of approaches.
Several grantees mentioned the continued need for the AI ethics and governance community to be
interdisciplinary. It is notable, responsive, and appropriate that the majority of the Initiative projects
had various interdisciplinary aspects to them—either in their teams or in the people they convened.
Grantees felt that such interdisciplinarity was important to continue. Dr. Sandra Wachter from OII
shared:

“I think it’s really important that the focus is not just on one particular discipline at the
moment. [...] There is no tech problem that doesn’t have a social problem underneath it, right?
[...] So funding de�nitely needs to be put into a direction that encourages working together.”15

Strength in diversity: In 2019, AI Now published a study that highlighted the “diversity disaster” in
the �eld of AI, and �agged that the biases of systems built by the AI industry can be largely attributed to
the lack of diversity within the �eld itself.16 Within the sub-�eld of AI ethics and governance, grantees
noted that a �eld that relied on the same voices, geographies and, often, institutions would result in
missing perspectives. ITS Rio stated that:

“The policy debates about AI have been predominantly dominated by organizations and actors
in the Global North. [...]we have noticed that there is a growing need for a more diverse
perspective regarding the policy issues and consequences of AI, especially in the Global
South.”17

In addition, Eric Sears from the MacArthur Foundation shared:

“In the AI �eld there are many fellowship opportunities geared towards people who are already
in the �eld, already succeeding �nancially, and are privileged in other ways. There is a lack of
fellowship opportunities that center the needs of people from historically marginalized
communities to help ensure they have what they need to succeed [...]There is a big opportunity
for philanthropy to help shift this and advance the AI �eld in a more equitable direction.”18

With 15% of grantees being non-US based and 80% of funding support academic institutions, on this
front, and in line with their international ambitions19 the Initiative could have done more. There

19 BKC and Media Lab, proposal narrative, April 12, 2017.

18 Eric Sears (MacArthur Foundation), online interview, February 3, 2022.

17 ITS Rio, �nal report, July 2018.

16 West, S.M., Whittaker, M. and Crawford, K. Discriminating Systems: Gender, Race and Power in AI. AI Now Institute. April
2019. Retrieved from https://ainowinstitute.org/ discriminatingsystems.html

15 Sandra Wachter (Oxford Internet Institute), online interview, January 25, 2022.

14 Cornell University FAT ML/ACM FAccT, Caribou Digital-administered online survey, December 6, 2021.
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remains an imperative to push for substantive diversity of thought and experience, both within
geographies and across them.

Active engagement with society: Several grantees, including EFF, ACLU, AI Now, and Access Now,
shared that the AI ethics and governance community must build on the Initiative’s efforts to actively
engage and reach out to society. Just over half of grantees had the public/civil society as at least one of
their target audiences. For some research-focused initiatives, engaging society may require resources,
different and complementary capabilities, and more expansive and detailed theories of change, yet it’s
important for the public to understand the risks and bene�ts of AI for individuals, communities, and
society at large.

Counterweight to industry resources: A 2019 New York Times article observed that AI research was
becoming increasingly expensive, with the danger that pioneering AI research will be a �eld of haves
and have-nots. The haves will be mainly a few big companies like Google, Amazon, and Facebook. The
article quoted concerns from computer science academics that: “the huge computing resources these
companies have pose a threat—the universities cannot compete.”20

PAI was launched in 2016 by a consortium of big technology companies and was chartered to “conduct
research, recommend best practices, and publish under an open license in areas such as ethics, fairness
and inclusivity; transparency, privacy, and interoperability…”21 It aimed to have equal representation
from corporate and non-corporate organizations. Access Now joined PAI, but withdrew in 2020,
stating in an open letter that it “did not �nd that PAI in�uenced or changed the attitude of member
companies or encouraged them to respond to or consult with civil society on a systematic basis.”22

Similar themes were forwarded through interviews with grantees and the Initiative leadership; the
concept of a counterweight was built into the vision of the Initiative. Jonathan Zittrain, co-founder of
BKC, raised a similar concern on the direction of AI research, speci�cally where the greatest advances in
AI research will come from: “whoever has the data or the most PhDs is where the advances are going to
come from,” noting that the number of PHDs supported by big tech companies, outweighs those of
academia on similar topics. 23

To the extent that the $23-million-dollar Initiative can be framed as a donor-led counterweight to the
industry’s deep resources more generally, the arguments for its creation may still be valid today,
particularly as the �eld has become larger and more complex.

Reflections on Initiative implementation
Theoretical and practical projects supported: There were signi�cantly more research papers
produced than products developed. Yet, when taking a broader view and including public and private
sector engagement and public resources and trainings developed, the theoretical and practical mix
does not appear disproportional. As noted, 72% of grantees worked in more than one activity area.

Responsiveness to trends: The Initiative was responsive to most trends in the broad �eld of AI. 1) The
Initiative responded to the need for interdisciplinary teams to address issues of AI ethics and
governance by supporting numerous projects and methodologies that encapsulated this trend, 2)
strong efforts to actively engage with and reach out to society, 3) the Initiative was a counterweight to
industry resources and priorities on AI and, 4) re�ecting on geographical and institutional diversity,
more could have been done.

23 Jonathan Zittrain (BKC), online interview, October 19, 2021.

22 Access Now, “Access Now Resigns from the Partnership on AI,” Access Now (blog), October 13, 2020,
https://www.accessnow.org/access-now-resignation-partnership-on-ai/.

21 Alex Hern, “‘Partnership on AI’ Formed by Google, Facebook, Amazon, IBM and Microsoft,” The Guardian, September 28,
2016, https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2016/sep/28/google-facebook-amazon-ibm-microsoft-partnership-on-ai-tech-�rms.

20 Steve Lohr, “At Tech’s Leading Edge, Worry About a Concentration of Power,” New York Times, September 26, 2019,
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/09/26/technology/ai-computer-expense.html.
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Initiative impact
With an understanding of the projects implemented under the Initiative and using the Initiative’s
implied Theory of Change—reconstructed by Caribou Digital in Annex 3—as its framing, this section
describes and assesses four categories of impact that the Initiative sought to effect:

1. Relevance and centrality of assets developed under the Initiative
2. An informed public and private sector
3. Changes in governance, public policy and industry practice
4. Building the ethics and governance of AI community

Relevance and centrality of assets developed under the
Initiative
The grantees generated vast quantities of diverse assets: over 250 publications, more than a dozen
products/services, a number of international convenings and countless meetings, working groups, and
one-to-ones with peers, policymakers, tech industry, and civil society. (See Annex 6 for a sample of
research outputs and Annex 5 for products developed.) Critical to the Theory of Change is that such
outputs are seen as relevant and central enough by their respective audiences to generate uptake and
thus add value. Within this impact section, �ve modes of uptake are described with a sample of relevant
grantee projects:

1. Research replication and citations
2. Media coverage
3. Adoption of products and services
4. Engagement with events
5. Educational and training programs

Research replication and citations
With the aim to sample the topics explored—rather than serve as a complete bibliography of the
Initiative—the evaluation team noted 250+ knowledge assets generated by grantees. Citations serve as
an academic metric of understanding centrality. Gordon Pennycook, assistant professor at the
University of Regina, noted that “the research supported by this grant, over a dozen papers, has been
cited well over 2,000 times.”24 Gordon Pennycook also noted that their study on fake news was “one of
the �rst ever studies” to address the topic, and that their methodology has been used in “dozens and
dozens” of papers in “lots of different institutions” since publication25 He re�ected that the centrality of
their work was due to timing: “You take on a topic that is of clear and present concern that a lot of
people are going to be drawing their attention to, and then you give them the tools to be able to
investigate it. That’s how, and then that’s what creates a big impact.”26 A collaboration between BKC
and MIT’s Center for Civic Media provides another example. A team of researchers mapped the online
media ecosystem during key moments; their research culminated into a book, Network Propaganda.27

BKC’s report noted that “research collaborators in locations such as France, Germany, Spain, and
Colombia are currently replicating the research methodology outlined in Network Propaganda in an
effort to better understand the online media ecosystem’s impacts during their own elections.” 28

With such quantities of research, the range of citations varied. The evaluation team randomly sampled
45 academic research pieces, and citations ranged from 0 to 985, with 31% being cited �ve or fewer
times and 33% being cited 100 or more times.

28 BKC, year two �nal report, September 2019.

27 Yochai Benkler, Robert Faris, and Hal Roberts, Network Propaganda: Manipulation, Disinformation, and Radicalization in
American Politics (New York: Oxford University Press, 2018).

26 Gordon Pennycook (University of Regina), online interview, November 17, 2021.

25 Gordon Pennycook (University of Regina), online interview, November 17, 2021.

24 University of Regina, Caribou Digital-administered online survey, November 5, 2021.
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Media coverage
Media coverage expands the research audience, and the media provides a service in translating
complex topics into language accessible to the general public. A number of grantees made a point of
highlighting media coverage they received.

● NYU’s AI Now tracked and reported 63 incidences of media coverage, Media Lab’s Moral
Machine reported 115, and OII almost 50 incidences.29 Numerous top-tier international and
national media outlets covered grantees’ research, including Forbes, Wired, BBC, Quartz,
Washington Post, Fortune, Bloomberg, The Telegraph,  The Economist, Nature News ,  The New Yorker ,
 Vice ,  Business Insider ,  The Guardian ,  Scienti�c American ,  The Verge ,  Der Spiegel (Germany) ,  Le Monde
 (France), and the Australian Broadcasting Corporation .30

● Other notable coverage included: The Institute for Technology & Society (ITS) Rio and
Chequeado’s coverage in Latin America; ACLU’s mainstream coverage through their week of
action with youth; and CivilServant’s feature in a cover story in The Atlantic, “How to Put out
Democracy’s Dumpster Fire.”31

● Funded media outlets, such as the Seattle Times, also cited uptake by other media outlets and
feedback on the value of their content among their readers. In their report they noted that a story
about anti-surveillance measures went viral, in�uencing 11 new subscriptions and landing on the
Pocket Hits list as one of the most popular stories in the nation for a week. The story also led to an
interview on the Tech News Weekly TV show.32 Feedback from readers highlighted that new
insights were also gained:

“I’m so thankful our Bloomington paper carried your article about the introduction of robots at
Walmart. I had heard vaguely about how robots were coming to a variety of work settings, but
from you I was able to learn some speci�cs about the pros and cons. I appreciate so much how
you were able to pull together many viewpoints and perspectives, and could give me a
balanced understanding of where we are going.”33

Adoption of products and services
The evaluation team found references to 21 AI products for public good that were either prototyped or
improved under the Initiative—Annex 5. Many of the products developed could be categorized as
supporting information quality via enabling access to vast quantities of information, fact-checking,
assessing disinformation and fake/bot accounts, and quality-assuring datasets used by AI. A handful of
other products and services were created for a research use case, for example, Bartleby.34 Product
development/enhancement within existing technology organizations showed examples of high uptake.
For example, MuckRock’s toolkit of ML classi�ers for newsrooms and researchers, has enjoyed large
scale uptake:

“I think if you go into almost any newsroom in the country, people use at least one of our tools.
We have 4,000 newsrooms on our platform. We have 70,000 registered users. One of our tools
doesn’t have a registration component and that runs about 300,000 people a month who

34 Bartleby is software for large-scale management of GDPR, CCPA, and university research ethics procedures.

33 Seattle Times, �nal report, June 2020.

32 Seattle Times, �nal report, June 2020.

31 ACLU Massachusetts, Caribou-Digital administered online survey, November 1, 2021; Chequeado, �nal report, October 2020;
ITS Rio, �nal report. July 2018; J. Nathan Matias (CivilServant), online interview, December 20, 2021; “Face Surveillance:
Student Week of Action,” ACLU Massachusetts, https://www.aclum.org/en/face-surveillance-student-week-action; Anne
Applebaum and Peter Pomerantsev, “How to Put Out Democracy’s Dumpster Fire,” The Atlantic, March 8, 2021,
https://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2021/04/the-internet-doesnt-have-to-be-awful/618079/.

30 New York University AI Now, �nal report, March 2019; Oxford Internet Institute, interim report, October 2020; Media Lab,
interim report, February 2019.

29 For OII the 50 incidences were reported in 2020 in their interim report, the project ongoing until 2022 and thus
this is unlikely to be the total number,
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actively use that. And so we have just, you know, a very, very broad, broad reach across our
portfolio.”35

Similarly, Meedan’s Bot Garden (part of Check, which supports fact-checking at scale) referenced
partnerships with numerous media outlets and uptake amongst social media and chat apps.36 Lastly,
Tattle’s datasets and tools to enable storytelling and respond to misinformation were requested by
over 30 researchers and journalists.37

In general, there was limited information within the Initiative documents or online to enable a robust
review of product uptake. It was also dif�cult to discern if some were still active.

Engagement with events
There is evidence that large events convened under the Initiative were widely attended and resonated
with their respective audiences. Re�ections on the value generated by these events are discussed in the
Community building section. A selection of large events are highlighted below.

● 2017. The Global Symposium on AI & Inclusion, cohosted by ITS Rio and BKC on behalf of the
Network of Centers, involved over 170 participants from more than 40 countries and took place
over the course of three days.38

● 2017. AI Now Symposium had a total of 103 attendees to the Experts Workshop; its Public
Symposium sold out with 299 attendees (with a waiting list of 390 people). They also had three
“viewing parties” hosted at Google of�ces in the US and UK and a total of 2,310 viewers on the
livestream.39

● 2018. While the FAT ML/ACM FAccT40 conference did not reference uptake, one of the organizers
stated that the conference“has been more successful than I ever would have imagined. It now
attracts an enormous number of submissions and attendees, with many papers published at the
venue going on to have a very signi�cant impact on the research community, on practice in
industry, and on policy.”41

● 2019. AI and Digital Policy in China organized by New America Foundation featured panels with
experts from US and international universities as well as media. They received 186 registrations.42

● 2021. COGSEC brought together 874 virtual attendees from around the world, representing a broad
mix of researchers, journalists, activists, and government participants.43

Educational and training programs
Educational and training programs, such as university courses, seminars, and practitioner forums,
supported under the Initiative broadly sought to impact the quantity and quality of scholars and
practitioners working on ethics and governance of AI. Additionally, a number of grantees developed
resources that targeted communities and civil society to improve awareness and promote dialogue on
pertinent AI ethics and governance issues.

43 Tim Hwang (previous director of the Initiative), �nal report, October 2021; “COGSEC 2021,” University of Texas at Austin
Center for Media Engagement, https://cogsec.online/.

42 New America Foundation, �nal report, October 2021; “AI and Digital Policy in China,” Stanford University Human-Centered
Arti�cial Intelligence, October 29, 2019, https://hai.stanford.edu/events/ai-and-digital-policy-china.

41 Cornell University FAT ML/ACM FAccT, Caribou Digital-administered online survey, December 6, 2021; “2018 Schedule,”
FAT/ML 2018, https://www.fatml.org/schedule/2018.

40 FAT ML evolved to ACM FAccT conference and is referred to as such in the rest if the report

39 AI Now Symposium, �nal report, December 2017; “2017 Experts Workshop,” AI Now, July 10, 2017
https://ainowinstitute.org/AI_Now_Program_2017.pdf.

38 BKC, year one �nal report, November 2018; “Global Symposium on AI & Inclusion,” Berkman Klein Center,
https://aiandinclusion.org/#symposium.

37 “Annual Report (March 2020–Feb 2021),” Tattle Technologies, accessed March 17, 2022,
https://tattle.co.in/report/2020-report/.

36 Ed Bice (Meedan), online interview, November 23, 2021; Meedan, “Bot Garden User Guide,” Medium, June 12, 2019,
https://medium.com/meedan-user-guides/bot-garden-user-guide-adc2c1d743f3; “Check,” Meedan,
https://meedan.com/check.

35 Michael Morisy (Muckrock), online interview, December 17, 2021.
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Four examples of university courses on AI are highlighted. During their grant, ITS Rio developed a
number of live online courses. Their course on “Arti�cial Intelligence and Ethics” ran twice with 190
students, and “AI, Open Data and Health” had more than 50 students. ITS Rio also ran a summer
school with Digital Asia Hub on disinformation.44 BKC and Media Lab referenced three courses on AI
ethics and governance topics. These included a joint course on Applied Ethical and Governance
Challenges in AI (2018/2019) alongside two seminars, “Compliance and Computation” (BKC, 2017) and
“AI and the Law” (BKC, 2018).45 These courses do not appear to be offered today. During their grant,
Princeton set up a graduate seminar where 20 students interacted with the Princeton Dialogues on
AI and Ethics team to test some of the ethics and governance of AI case studies they developed.46 Ben
Zevenbergen, who worked on the Princeton project, noted that:

“the sessions have led to a grad seminar at Princeton, [in which] lots of students have enrolled.
Several of those have changed their direction after �nishing their PhDs or their masters [and]
also are now working in this space. I know that the university is thinking through a formal
class on this …”47

Ben Zevenbergen added that there are now numerous available courses related to the ethics and
governance of AI. This was validated via a cursory search; for example, Oxford University launched the
Institute for Ethics in AI in 2021; the University of Cambridge launched a Master of Studies in AI Ethics
and Society in 2021, which was developed and taught by the university’s Leverhulme Centre for the
Future of Intelligence; and the University of York now offers a master’s degree in Philosophy of Arti�cial
Intelligence.48 There are also dozens of online courses on ethics and governance of AI offered by
numerous universities, including London School of Economics, University of Helsinki, Seattle
University, Université de Montréal, and University of Edinburgh.49

Beyond formal education, a number of other practitioner (tech and media) and public-focused training
initiatives were instigated. A sample is shared below; however, insights on engagement were rarely
reported.

Practitioner-focused:

● AGTech Forum: Launched by BKC in 2017, the Forum aimed to bring state attorneys general and
their staff up to speed on issues related to privacy, cybersecurity, and AI. The Forum reported to
have hosted representatives from 36 of�ces over the course of four biannual forums.50

Public-focused:

● metaLAB’s AI + Art: The Initiative also supported Harvard’s metaLAB’s AI + Art portfolio. They
produced 10 projects, staged more than 45 exhibitions in 11 countries, were covered in over 25
articles, taught 9 workshops and courses, and gave over 50 public talks.51

● Learning Experiences: BKC developed a set of open educational playlists to help the public better
understand AI systems and engage with their ethical challenges. These resources were released
under an open-source license, and Facebook has adopted the Learning Experiences and translated
them into 30+ languages.52

52 BKC, year one �nal report, November 2018; “AI: Educational Activities,” Berkman Klein Center,
https://cyber.harvard.edu/projects/ai-educational-activities.

51 BKC, year two �nal report, September 2019; “AI + ART,” metaLAB, https://metalabharvard.github.io/projects/aiandart/.

50 BKC, year two �nal report, September 2019; “AGTech Forum,” Berkman Klein Center,
  https://cyber.harvard.edu/research/AGTechForum.

49Murat Durmus, “16 Recommended Free AI-Ethics, Data Ethics and XAI Online Courses to Get Started Right Away,” Nerd For
Tech (blog), February 2, 2022,
https://medium.com/nerd-for-tech/5-recommended-free-ai-ethics-online-courses-to-get-started-right-away-2bc5daf4e417.

48 “About,” Leverhulme Centre for the Future of Intelligence, http://lc�.ac.uk/about/; “MA Philosophy of Arti�cial Intelligence,”
University of York, https://www.york.ac.uk/study/postgraduate-taught/courses/ma-philosophy-arti�cial-intelligence/.

47 Ben Zevenbergen (Princeton CITP), online interview, December 9, 2021.

46 Princeton CITP, interim report, January 2019; “Dialogues on AI and Ethics,” Princeton University,
https://aiethics.princeton.edu/.

45 John DeLong, “Compliance and Computation Overview,” Berkman Klein Center,
https://cyber.harvard.edu/teaching/courses/2017/fall/ComplianceandComputation;

44 ITS Rio, �nal report, July 2018.
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Reflections on centrality of Initiative assets
Behind each of the hundreds of assets developed and convenings held under the Initiative is a set of
unique—though often unarticulated—ambitions regarding what would constitute successful reach and
uptake. For some this may have been scale. For others, getting in front of a dozen tech or public
institutions would register as a resounding success. In lieu of evaluating each of these assets on their
own terms, we turn to the aggregate view:

● Citations ranged from zero to hundreds; this is to be expected with the volume of research
produced.

● A selection of grantees highlighted coverage by an impressive list of top-tier and niche media
outlets and reached audiences around the world.

● Product uptake was varied, with two stand-out examples of high and continued uptake from
technology companies. While there was evidence of interest in other referenced products, there was
limited evidence of uptake, continued deployment, or the extent to which learnings from the
product demonstration were applied elsewhere.

● Insights from the events sampled suggested high relevance, engagement, and value to their target
audiences.

● Insights on the educational and training programs were limited, but attendance/engagements that
were reported showed demand. However, most programs (appear) to no longer be offered, and
while Princeton cited they were developing a course, we note that there are now several
universities around the world that seek to meet the demand for an education on ethics and
governance of AI.

Unsurprisingly, the aggregate view offers a mixed, though mostly positive, picture regarding the
centrality of the multitude of assets supported under the Initiative, indicating that many were meeting
a demand in knowledge and services.

An informed public sector and private sector
“A lot of our work … was making big impact through … pilot projects and concrete things [like]
municipal procurement … So it’s a way of saying that our Theory of Change particularly focuses
sometimes on the microcosm, because that’s where the action is in this domain and where a lot
of the policy decisions are being made, even though they might not feel like policy decisions.”53

Most researchers and advocacy organizations publish insights with a minimum ambition of
contributing to policy discussions. BKC and Media Lab cited an objective “to conduct evidence-based
research to provide guidance to decision-makers in the private and public sectors.”54 As highlighted in
Figure 1, over a quarter of grantees (26%) cited engagement with the technology industry, and more
(38%) cited engagement with a multitude of policymakers and institutions in international, national,
and local governments. The engagement mechanisms varied, and often multiple tactics were used in a
single project, for example, scheduling one-one meetings, creating curated convenings, offering and
hosting brie�ngs, and using own networks and media coverage to get content in front of the target
audience. Gordon Pennycook of the University of Regina cited an aim shared by a number of grantees,
that the “... funding put the research on the map, which gets us in the room to talk about what we think
[...] they should do.”55

This section is concerned with the extent and depth of grantees’ contributions to informing the public
and private sectors on AI systems they may develop, procure, use, or regulate. Input to
industry/technology companies are reviewed �rst, followed by a number of public sector institutions.

55 Gordon Pennycook (University of Regina), online interview, November 17, 2021.

54 BKC and Media Lab, proposal narrative, April 12, 2017.

53 Jonathan Zittrain (BKC), online interview, October 19, 2021.
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Technology companies
A selection of grantees provided clear examples to illustrate that industry—almost exclusively internet
technology companies—were aware of and engaged with certain outputs of the Initiative.56 The
industry practices that were discussed centered on content moderation/harassment, prioritization, and
accuracy.

BKC, Media Lab, and the University of Regina cited examples of providing insights to Facebook, via
different means and for different practices. In 2018, BKC and Media Lab attended a dinner with Mark
Zuckerberg to provide perspectives on moderation and AI in advance of congressional testimony.57

Media Lab’s Gobo project—which raised questions about content prioritization—felt that Facebook’s
post “Why Am I Seeing This? We Have an Answer for You” was an indication that Facebook was paying
attention to the questions Gobo was asking.58 The University of Regina cited they have “gotten things
in front of [Facebook]” regarding improving post accuracy.59

Other large technology companies were reported to have engaged with the Initiative’s outputs. In 2018,
Jack Dorsey (cofounder of Twitter) publicly acknowledged the value of CivilServant’s work and
allowed an independent evaluation of the effect of Twitter’s harassment policies based on their
research.60 Data & Society’s work (presented at a conference) was cited to have in�uenced the thinking
of a Spotify developer who “never thought that the machine learning systems that he worked on might
have ripple effects that would disadvantage and even discriminate against minorities.” 61 Chequeado
also shared that, following their investigative pieces, they were contacted by technology companies
(names could not be disclosed) , highlighting that they were unaware of the harm perpetrated by their
systems.62 The University of Regina reported that they “now have active collaborations with Google …
focused on interventions against misinformation, and are working loosely with Twitter.”63 Finally,
Mozilla’s work on the spread of anti-vaccination conspiracy theories on social media platforms and
connecting with lawmakers and journalists was reported to have resulted in (unnamed) platforms
reaching out to discuss methods to avoid spreading false health information.64

Public sector
The bulk of evidence on informing institutions is found within the public sector. As the public sector is
a broad group, this section organizes it into four thematic groups: 1) medical, 2) criminal justice, 3)
international governance, and 4) national and local governance. In aggregate, a clear focal point of the
Initiative was governance, particularly international and national.

Medical
Two projects—The Data Nutrition Project and Media Lab’s Lensing   cardiolinguistics
study—provided insights to medical associations. The cardiolinguistics study, a trial to investigate
supposed gender differences in angina symptoms using ML, found no differences in chest pain
symptoms between genders. The �ndings were shared with the American Heart Association with a
request to formulate new guidelines in order to correctly diagnose heart disease in women.65 The Data
Nutrition Project’s work with Memorial Sloan Kettering, a cancer center in New York, demonstrated

65 Media Lab, year two �nal report, February 2020. Note that  the cardiolinguistics study was a demonstration of AI applied for
the public good, rather than improving AI (products/infrastructure/datasets) to better serve the public interest (reduce harms
caused by AI).

64 Mozilla, �nal report, March 2020.

63 University of Regina, Caribou Digital-administered online survey, November 5, 2021.

62 Chequeado., online interview, December 22, 2021.

61 Data & Society, interim report, December 2017.

60 Media Lab, year one �nal report, July 2018.

59 Gordon Pennycook (University of Regina), online interview, November 17, 2021; University of Regina, Caribou
Digital-administered online survey, November 5, 2021.

58 Media Lab, year two �nal report, February 2020; Anna Woorim Chung, “Gobo: Your Social Media, Your Rules,” for Civic
Media,” June 3, 2019, https://civic.mit.edu/index.html%3Fp=2488.html; “Why Am I Seeing This? We Have an Answer for You,”
Facebook, March 31, 2019, https://about.fb.com/news/2019/03/why-am-i-seeing-this/.

57 Media Lab, year one �nal report, July 2018.

56 Media Lab via the Moral Machine project, did work with the autonomous vehicle industry and provided examples to inform
their guidelines.
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that “all major data sets [...] used in dermatology that we assessed were not representative with respect
to skin color.”66 Both projects provided striking �ndings with signi�cant population health
implications if acted upon.

Criminal justice
Three grantees shared examples of engaging and informing legislation in this area. Within the US, BKC
and Media Lab, informed by the Initiative research, co-drafted a letter that urged the Massachusetts
legislature to carry out a more thorough investigation of the pros and cons of pretrial risk assessment.67

EFF consulted on legislation with public defenders and participated as amicus curiae regarding the use
of algorithms in both criminal and civil contexts.68 In the United Kingdom in 2021, researchers from OII
were called to give evidence at the House of Lords during a public inquiry on how AI can be fairly and
transparently used in the criminal justice system.69

International governance
Six grantees shared speci�c examples of informing international institutions, including the UN, the
World Economic Forum (WEF), EU institutions, and international advocacy and human rights
organizations. Harvard PILAC’s research, convenings, and tailored brie�ngs yielded several examples
of informing institutions with an international mandate. The framing of their capstone
research—Three Pathways to Secure Greater Respect for International Law concerning War Algorithms—was
reported to have been adopted by international non-governmental organizations.70

BKC reported engagements that informed UN institutions. In 2019, the BKC’s Youth and Media team
launched a report which was reported to have informed UNICEF’s  Policy Guidance on AI for Children .71

BKC also reported that they played a role in the development of a roadmap to guide UN agencies’
deployment of AI in ways that advance the Sustainable Development Goals.72 Also on the international
stage, in 2018 Access Now, with Amnesty International, launched the Toronto Declaration to protect
the rights to equality and nondiscrimination in ML systems.73 It was endorsed by Human Rights Watch
and the Wikimedia Foundation. Access Now credits the Declaration as key to their later success: “the
promotion of it, and to use it, to convince actors is de�nitely one of the [...] keys to our success. [...] it
was de�nitely part of these grants.”74

In Europe, Access Now reported frequent consultations with the EU. In 2017 they participated in the
EU Commission’s annual review of the Privacy Shield and commented on users’ rights to object to
automated decision-making; they testi�ed in the European Parliament on the proposal for a reformed
e-Privacy Regulation; and when Access Now published their recommendations for legislators, the lead
negotiators acknowledged them in a subsequent report.75 OII research was cited in a number of of�cial
documents from multiple international bodies; below are four examples.76

1. WEF report “The Internet of Bodies is Here. This is How it Could Change Our Lives”
2. Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) Global Initiative report “Ethics of

Autonomous and Intelligent Systems”

76 Oxford Internet Institute, interim report, October 2020.

75 Access Now, interim report, December 2017.

74 Fanny Hidvegi (Access Now), online interview, January 20, 2022.

73 “The Toronto Declaration: Protecting the Rights to Equality and Non-discrimination in Machine Learning Systems,” Access
Now, May 16, 2018,
https://www.accessnow.org/the-toronto-declaration-protecting-the-rights-to-equality-and-non-discrimination-in-machine
-learning-systems/.

72 BKC, year two interim report, January 2019. BKC referenced that they also advised entities, including  the  ITU’s Global
Symposium for Regulators  and the  UN’s High Level Committee on Programmes, but did not provide any detail on the context.

71 BKC, year two �nal report, December 2019.

70 Dustin A. Lewis, “Three Pathways to Secure Greater Respect for International Law concerning War Algorithms, Legal
Commentary,” HLS PILAC, 2020,
https://pilac.law.harvard.edu/three-pathways-to-secure-greater-respect-for-international-law-concerning-war-algorithms;
Dustin Lewis(Harvard PILAC), online interview, November 29, 2021.

69 Sandra Wachter (Oxford Internet Institute), online interview, January 25, 2022.

68 Electronic Frontier Foundation, �nal report, July 2021.

67 Media Lab, year one �nal report, July 2018.

66 Kasia Chmielinski (The Data Nutrition Project), online interview, November 29, 2021.
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3. European Digital Rights report “Recommendations for a Fundamental Rights-based Arti�cial
Intelligence Regulation: Addressing collective harms, democratic oversight and impermissible use”

4. European Parliament report “The impact of the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) on AI”

National and local governance
The bulk of grantees that engaged with the public sector did so at the national or, in some cases, local
level. Geographically, this was with national governance institutions in the US (predominantly),
mainland Europe, and the UK.

In the US, �ve grantees provided evidence of informing the government on topics ranging from general
AI and media manipulation to Chinese cyber policy and surveillance technology use. This was active
engagement via brie�ngs, trainings, and citations of research. New America’s DigiChina publications
were cited by two major US government commissions on China—the Congressional-Executive
Commission on China and the US-China Economic and Security review—and they gave two rounds of
congressional testimony in 2019.77 Dr. Joan Donovan from Harvard University’s Shorenstein Center
advised members of Congress on audio visual manipulation and disinformation and trained staffers on
social media manipulation and strategies to mitigate harassment.78 AI Now contributed to a
Congressional Black Caucus brie�ng on AI.79 Mozilla reported that their fellow (  Camille François)
testi�ed to the House Committee on Science, Space and Technology to highlight the need for new
solutions to tackle disinformation and directly answered questions from the Chair of the US Federal
Elections Committee.80 Locally, the ACLU testi�ed at the Massachusetts state legislature in support of a
bill that would place a moratorium on government use of face surveillance technology.81 In Canada,
CivilServant presented their work to a commission on freedom of expression to support their
discussions with social media companies.82

Four grantees provided speci�c examples of informing national governments in Europe. In Germany,
three grantees provided input. OII’s research was cited in documents produced by the German Data
Ethics Commission.83 BKC referenced their in�uence on Germany’s AI strategy through their advisory
role to the German Digital Council.84 Media Lab’s Moral Machine research was cited by a member of
the German commission as important to the drafting of their ethical guidelines for autonomous
vehicles.85 Other national governments that were informed by the work under the Initiative include the
Netherlands, via AI Now to discuss the implications of the Algorithm Impact Assessment (AIA),86 and
Austria and Hungary, who received Access Now’s comments on the “transposition” law of the GDPR.87

Via Access Now and Data & Society, French policymakers received a consultation on their AI strategy
and on AI governance in general.88

Perhaps due to proximity and existing relationships, OII’s work was referenced in several UK
government documents (four examples below) and highlighted by UK Research and Innovation as a
�agship case study on funding success for their 2020 AI strategy output review. This review intends to
shape the government’s future research funding strategy.89

1. UK Equality and Human Rights Commission report “Algorithms, arti�cial intelligence and machine
learning in recruitment”

89 Oxford Internet Institute, interim report, October 2020.

88 Access Now, interim report, December 2017; Data & Society, interim report, December 2017.

87 Access Now, �nal report, July 2018

86 AI Now, interim report, August 2018.

85 Media Lab, year two interim report, February 2020.

84 BKC, year two interim report, January 2019.

83 Oxford Internet Institute, interim report, October 2020.

82 J. Nathan Matias (CivilServant), online interview, December 20, 2021.

81 ACLU Massachusetts, Caribou Digital-administered online survey, November 1, 2021.

80 Mozilla, �nal report, March 2020

79 Access Now, interim report, December 2017.

78 Harvard Shorenstein Center, interim report, October 2019.

77 New America, interim report, November 2018.
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2. UK Information Commissioner’s Of�ce report “Explaining Decisions made with AI”90

3. Committee on Standards in Public Life report “Arti�cial Intelligence and Public Standards: A
Review by the Committee on Standards in Public Life”91

4. All Party Parliamentary Group on AI report “The rise of AI marks an opportunity for radical changes
in corporate governance”

Both GovAI and Data & Society’s work was cited in the UK’s “Government Response to the House of
Lords Select Committee on Arti�cial Intelligence.”92

Reflections on informed public and private sectors
Over one-third (n=14) of grantees provided examples of contributing to more informed public and
private sectors. This equates to roughly 1 in 3 of the grantees getting the attention of various
policymakers.

There were clear differences between industry and the public sector. Given there are many public
sector institutions and a �nite number of signi�cant technology companies, the greater quantities of
examples of informing the public sector is to be expected. Yet, in terms of the modalities, with the
exception of BKC and Media Lab’s connections with the CEO of Facebook, technology companies
are less accessible and less likely to reach out and share that certain insights may have been helpful.

Excluding a number of internationally mandated institutions and technology companies, the
majority of examples emanated from North America, Europe, and the UK. This is broadly
representative of the scope of the projects that were funded, with the exception of Latin America and
Asia.

This section highlighted only explicit examples of informing speci�c policy discussion. It would be
remiss to not acknowledge the other subtle and dif�cult to measure ways to inform public and
private institutions, of which we have little to no information. These include the adoption of
products and services like Meedan and MuckRock by media and technology companies, the
multitude of conferences and events, and earned media coverage. Most of the examples here were
offered or inferred, rather than explicitly measured. This means that the totality of impact on policy
discussion may be greater than reported.

Changes in governance, public policy, and industry
practice
An aim to directly impact policy was stated in the Initiative’s foundational documents.93 This section
highlights the evidence of grantees affecting explicit changes in policy and practices of both public
sector institutions and technology companies.

Technology companies
A handful of grantees could con�dently say that they contributed to broad changes in the policy or
practice of technology companies. One interviewee noted that it is “very hard to in�uence tech

93 Cover Memo to Ethics and Governance of AI Fund Principals, June 1, 2017.

92 Department for Digital, Culture, Media and Sport, Government Response to the House of Lords Select Committee on Arti�cial
Intelligence (London: Department for Digital, Culture, Media and Sport, February 2021),
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/�le/963696/Government_Res
ponse_to_the_HoL_Select_Committee_on_AI_v2.pdf.

91 Committee on Standards in Public Life, Arti�cial Intelligence and Public Standards: A Review by the Committee on Standards in
Public Life (London: Committee on Standards in Public Life, February 10, 2020)
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/�le/868284/Web_Version_AI
_and_Public_Standards.PDF.

90 Information Commissioner’s Of�ce, Explaining decisions made with AI (Wilmslow: Information Commissioner’s Of�ce, n.d.)
https://ico.org.uk/for-organisations/guide-to-data-protection/key-dp-themes/explaining-decisions-made-with-ai/.
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company policy [...] that’s a pretty high bar.”94 Notwithstanding, four grantees pointed to speci�c
changes within technology companies that they felt could be attributed to their work.

Mozilla, one of the earlier grantees, noted that while direct attribution was dif�cult, their Fellows
contributed to major platform changes, such as:95

● Pinterest removing anti-vaccination links
● Pinterest banning political ads
● Twitter banning political ads
● Google improving its political advertising policies
● Snap improving its political advertising policies
● Twitch improving its political advertising policies

A second example, insights from OII’s research—Why fairness cannot be automated—was adopted by
HSBC and Amazon’s SageMaker Clarify product.96 For example, all Amazon Web Services customers can
now use bias tests to check for and respond to discrimination in their AI systems; any technology
company can use these bias tests as well as they are open access.Amazon published a write-up of the
changes and directly attributed them to OII’s research.97 Third, the University of Regina is working
with Jigsaw, a unit of Google that “explores threats to open societies and builds technology that
inspires scalable solutions,” testing the accuracy prompt on Google products.98 The same team advised
TikTok on an experiment using the accuracy prompt; however, the outcome of this work was not
communicated to the university.99 Fourth and �nally, CivilServant reported that the comment
platform Disqus added features and sent advice on harassment prevention to hundreds of thousands of
websites based on their research.100 CivilServant attributed their—and by extension, the University of
Regina—in�uence with technology companies to the use of causal studies:

“A hallmark of our work is that usually we’re asking questions of cause and effect, which is, you
know, occasionally useful for identifying problems, but also especially valuable for identifying
solutions. [...] if you do this, it will reduce this problem by X or it will help contribute to a
solution. And so our work on preventing harassment [...] has been adopted by many tech
platforms already. And it’s really easy for them to read our research and be like, oh yeah, we
have a causal estimate. [...] So our work has been in�uential in those circles as well.”101

Public sector
This section organizes the public sector into three thematic areas: 1) criminal justice, 2) international
governance, and 3) national and local governance. The majority of the changes cited were in criminal
justice and national governance; within these areas, changes centered on legal victories.

Criminal justice
Linked to their earlier work on informing the US local criminal justice institutions, BKC, Media Lab,
and EFF cited a number of changes linked to their actions. Following BKC and Media Lab’s work
urging the Massachusetts legislature to carry out a more thorough investigation of the pros and cons of
pretrial assessments, the legislation was modi�ed in line with their recommendations.102 EFF

102 BKC, year one �nal report, November 2018; Media Lab, year one �nal report, July 2018. Joi Ito (former director of Media
Lab), online interview, January 19, 2022.

101 J. Nathan Matias (CivilServant), online interview, December 20, 2021.

100 Media Lab, year one interim report, February 2018

99 Gordon Pennycook (University of Regina), online interview, November 17, 2021.

98 “Jigsaw,” Google, https://jigsaw.google.com/.

97 Stephen Zorio, “How a Paper by Three Oxford Academics In�uenced AWS Bias and Explainability Software,” Amazon
Science, April 1, 2021,
https://www.amazon.science/latest-news/how-a-paper-by-three-oxford-academics-in�uenced-aws-bias-and-explainability
-software.

96 Sandra Wachter, Brent Mittelstadt, and Chris Russell, “Why Fairness Cannot Be Automated: Bridging the Gap Between EU
Non-Discrimination Law and AI,” Computer Law & Security Review 41, no. 2021 (March 3, 2020): 105567.
https://doi.org/10.2139/ssrn.3547922.

95 Mozilla, �nal report, March 2020.

94 Gordon Pennycook (University of Regina), online interview, November 17, 2021.
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supported two precedents regarding the use of AI in the criminal justice system. EFF’s work was cited
in a legal case in the state courts (NJ v. Pickett), which ruled in favor of reversing the use of AI to
imprison. This ruling was also reported to have in�uenced other courts, most notably a federal court in
Pennsylvania that cited Pickett and agreed with arguments in EFF’s amicus brief (US v. Ellis).103 EFF
worked with the ACLU of Pennsylvania to �le an amicus brief arguing in favor of defendants’ rights to
challenge DNA analysis software that implicates them in crimes. The court determined that this
software company’s secrecy interest could not outweigh a defendant’s rights and ordered the code to
be disclosed to the defense team.104

International governance
Six grantees cited examples of ways they informed international institutions, and two went on to cite
examples of policy change that they tentatively linked to their work. BKC shared that the guidance
provided to the AI Governance Expert Group of the  Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development (OECD) resulted in high-level AI principles which were  adopted by 42 countries.105 The
ICRC’s call for a ban on autonomous weapons was cited to have been in�uenced by Harvard PILAC’s
research and brie�ngs. 106

National and local governance
Three grantees cited examples of changes in policy and practices in national and local government;
these changes were exclusive to North America.107AI Now reported that, during the development of a
Treasury Board Standard on Automated Decision-Making, the Government of Canada proposed that
the Standard require AIA for all systems.108 This practice is now highlighted on their “Responsible use of
AI” information page.109 ACLU Massachusetts’s campaign “Press Pause on Face Surveillance” was
linked to several changes in policy and practice. A crowning success was their contribution to eight
local bans on face surveillance in cities and towns across Massachusetts. The campaign also prompted
the state legislature to commission a study on whether state law ought to impose even tighter rules on
government use of the technology. In October 2021, ACLU Massachusetts won a landmark civil rights
case at the Boston City Council, which voted unanimously to approve an ordinance that subjects AI
surveillance technologies to city council oversight and accountability and public transparency.110 ACLU
Massachusetts linked their expanded capacity—made possible by the Initiative—to these campaign
successes:

“Thanks to your generous funding, we were able to hire Policy Counsel Emiliano
Falcon-Morano. Emiliano gave us the capacity we needed on the technical and policy side to
not only run a statewide public education campaign, but to �ght and win seven local bans on
face surveillance in cities and towns across Massachusetts.”111

EFF was part of a multi-year campaign that called for transparency on surveillance technology; in 2020
this culminated in the passing of the Public Oversight of Surveillance Technology (POST) Act by the
New York City Council.112 This requires the NYPD to openly publish a use policy for each surveillance
technology it intends to use. After this notice has been made publicly available and members of the

112 Nathan Sheard, “Victory! New York’s City Council Passes the POST Act,” Electronic Frontier Foundation, June 18, 2020,
https://www.eff.org/deeplinks/2020/06/victory-new-yorks-city-council-passes-post-act.

111 ACLU Massachusetts, Caribou Digital-administered online survey, November 1, 2021.

110 ACLU Massachusetts, Caribou Digital-administered online survey, November 1, 2021.

109 “Responsible Use of Arti�cial Intelligence (AI),” Government of Canada,
https://www.canada.ca/en/government/system/digital-government/digital-government-innovations/responsible-use-ai.html

108 A quasi-legal instrument akin to an executive order that will bind federal departments and agencies to certain rules on how
they deploy decision support systems.

107 Note that BKC reported that they developed the concept of information �duciaries and reported that several (unnamed)
national legislators have incorporated the concept in proposed data privacy laws. This is referenced in the impact highlights
table but not called out in the main body as there is limited context.

106 “Autonomous Weapons: The ICRC Recommends Adopting New Rules,” International Committee of the Red Cross, August 3,
2021, https://www.icrc.org/en/document/autonomous-weapons-icrc-recommends-new-rules; Dustin Lewis (Harvard PILAC),
online interview, November 29, 2021. Dustin Lewis (Harvard PILAC),online interview, November 29, 2021.

105BKC, year two interim report, January 2019.

104 Electronic Frontier Foundation, �nal report, July 2021.

103 Electronic Frontier Foundation, �nal report, July 2021.
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community have had an opportunity to voice their concerns, the NYPD Commissioner must provide a
�nal version of the surveillance impact and use policy to the City Council, the mayor, and the public.113

Lastly, BKC through their foundational work114 on information �duciaries –an effort to explore legal
structures under which data-driven internet companies would owe a duty of loyalty to their
users115–supported the Data Care Act proposal in 2018 and as it was reintroduced in 2021. The Data Care
Act would establish a set of consumer protection duties, de�ned and enforced by the Federal Trade
Commission, preventing technology companies from knowingly doing harm to their users. The Senator
was noted to have cited BKCs work on this: “The idea has been brought up before, notably by Yale’s Jack
Bardin and Harvard’s Jonathan Zittrain, whom Sen. Schatz has previously cited.”116

Reflections on changes in governance, public policy,
and industry practice
A quarter of the grantees (26%; n=10) linked explicit policy changes and actions to their work. This
equates to roughly 1 in 4 grantees catalyzing change within the private and public sectors.

A few technology companies were shown to have adjusted a selection of practices. These included
improving the quality of information on their platforms (Twitter, Pinterest, Google, Facebook);
protecting the online safety of its users (Disqus); and actively assessing bias within their AI systems
(Amazon and HSBC). Each of these shifts has the potential to enhance users’ online (and of�ine)
experiences. However, grantees referenced the following dif�culties:

1. Grantees did not always know for certain that they impacted technology company practices.
There are few incentives for technology companies to share insights that were taken on board
and, reportedly, technology companies “hardly ever do [so] with anybody.”117

2. If grantees did impact technology company practices, the ability to communicate that impact was
dampened due to either NDAs or jeopardizing a continued relationship with the company.

Linked to the second point, Meedan suggested that policy changes may be under-reported.

“In the case of at least a few of these partners, they take policy action based on our work. This
[...] consulting has been [...] a signi�cant aspect of our impact, [and is] somewhat
underreported.”118

Within the public sector, when change was observed, it was concentrated in the US. Many of the
changes were local, such as, the ban on face surveillance technology and reassessment of AI in pretrial
assessments in Massachusetts and EFF’s work on the POST Act in New York. EFF’s rulings on
reversing the use of AI to implicate or imprison set a precedent that can be—and was—referred to in
other campaigns. Taken together, these rulings added a level of scrutiny to ensure that software does
not contribute to unjust incarceration. The impact stories within the public sector are easier to tell
than those in the private sector simply because the targeted institutions are public, more accessible,
and incentivised to communicate the changes they make.

Building the ethics and governance of AI community
BKC and Media Lab stated that the “collaboration seeks to address two of the most pressing
challenges: 1) the disconnect between experts with the know-how about the design and development

118 Ed Bice (Meedan), online interview, November 23, 2021.

117 Gordon Pennycook (University of Regina), online interview, November 17, 2021.

116Devin Coldewey, “Senators aim to give internet companies doctor-like duties to protect our data,” Techcrunch, 12 December
2018

115 BKC, �nal narrative report, May 2020.

114 The model of the Moral Machine project at the Media Lab was cited by BKC in�uential to their work and as one way to
unpack what those new responsibilities should look like, by eliciting the expectations of real people about how they should be
treated — and how they would treat others if they were in an executive role. ( Jonathan Zittrain (co-founder and director of
Harvard’s Berkman Klein Center for Internet & Society), email to authors, 20 April, 2022.)

113 Electronic Frontier Foundation, �nal report, July 2021.
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of AI systems, and those with knowledge about the societal, ethical, and legal/policy implications of
such systems and 2) information asymmetry between a relatively small group of AI experts and a very
large, uninformed population that is or will be affected by these ‘black box’ technologies.”119 They
elaborated that the collaboration would “create a common roof (in the form of community
engagements, convenings, workshops, and forums) that brings together current and future
thought-leaders from academia, civil society, and industry.”120 This community was intended to be
inclusive of disciplines and geographies.121

Figure 1 shows that more than half of grantees under the Initiative (56%; n=22) included activities that
meet BKC and Media Lab’s classi�cation of community building. An addition to this classi�cation is
work involving multi- and interdisciplinary collaboration. This is implied as a central tenet of the
community-building efforts, and as such certain research and pilot projects would also contribute to
the envisioned community for the ethics and governance of AI. There was a valiant effort from the
Initiative to implement activities that brought people and institutions together from different
disciplines, domains, and, to some extent, geographies. This section describes three modalities—1)
team composition, 2) convenings, and 3) supporting ethics and governance of AI institutions—in
which grantees under the Initiative sought to build community and the contributions of these
modalities to that effort.

Modality one: Multi- and interdisciplinary teams
The majority of projects under the Initiative had multidisciplinarity or interdisciplinarity features. The
team of the Governance of Emerging Technologies (GET) Research Programme at the OII is comprised
of lawyers, ethicists, and technologists, which was seen as very valuable in how it approaches ethics
and governance of AI problems and solutions:

“[...] truth seeking, which is very important to us, is the very academic side of things. But then
we are [...] also interested to �gure out what can be done, in practice [...] What could we offer in
terms of �nding solutions? Because it’s very easy to burn a building down. It’s much harder to
build it up again.”122

Another strong example of an interdisciplinary approach was the BKC and Media Lab Assembly
program. The goal of this program was to combine real-world industry expertise with the socially
motivated nature of academia, build lasting communities, and generate a network of socially aware AI
practitioners. One reported impact of this interdisciplinary approach was an in�uence on participants’
career trajectory. For example, a participant from the 2019 Assembly cohort transitioned into a
full-time ethicist role at their company following the program.123 The interdisciplinary approach was
cited as critical to this impact:

“Being part of an interdisciplinary team expanded my interest in providing a useful bridge
between advancing the intellectual frontiers of how data-centric technologies impact society
and translating that knowledge into action by policymakers, technologists, and civil society.
This has led to an exciting new path in my career as managing director at Data & Society,
working with our research and engagement teams to shift the focus onto the people most
impacted by technological change.”124

New America’s work on DigiChina included sourcing diverse experts—on China, AI, technology, and
society—to contribute to their analysis and build a sub-community of scholars. They reported
contributions from 15 scholars from 13 think tanks, universities, and other organizations, highlighting
that linkages between the scholars and organizations encouraged diversity and comparative inquiry.125

125 New America, interim report, November 2018.

124 BKC Assembly Program and Assembly Accelerator Fund, Caribou Digital-administered online survey, quote from Ania
Calderon (2019–20 Assembly Fellow), November 1, 2021.

123 BKC, year two �nal report, September 2019.

122 Sandra Wachter (Oxford Internet Institute), online interview, January 25, 2022.

121 BKC and Media Lab, proposal, April 12, 2017.

120 BKC, year one grant agreement, September 18, 2017.

119 BKC and Media Lab, proposal report, April 12, 2017.
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Media Lab’s VerifAI team, which explored the complexities relating to the use of AI in the criminal
justice system, referred to the importance of creating space (within their project) for many different
types of perspectives to inform their thinking. This was re�ected in the diverse background of their
team members and partner organizations. They noted that “truly multidisciplinary work is hard. It
requires a real commitment from all people engaged, because you have to be willing to learn the
vocabulary and conceptual frameworks of the other disciplines.”126 While most projects engaged
multiple disciplines, often via events, working groups, and meetings, a select few had interdisciplinary
collaboration built into their project DNA.

Modality two: Supporting new entities
Another element of community building was supporting the creation of entities aligned with the ethics
and governance of AI. BKC reported that they played a key role in the creation of new AI-governance
institutions including AI and Data Governance Center at Singapore Management University School of
Law and the Thailand branch of Digital Asia Hub (DAH).127 DAH, based in Hong Kong, was incubated
by BKC and aimed to provide a collaborative platform for research, knowledge sharing, and capacity
building related to regional internet and society issues. DAH’s Executive Director Malavika Jayaram
highlighted that they were one of the �rst in the region doing this work:

“When we started out, we didn’t really see anyone looking at trends, convergence, divergence
across the region. So I think in that sense, because people saw us as someone that could help
collate work and network people and connect them [...] I think they saw it as more of a
collaboration [...] working with us could help elevate some of their work and connect them to
[...] other organizations.”128

The Initiative also provided seed funding to a few Assembly projects to continue to develop or deploy
via the Assembly Accelerator. Seed funding was also provided to The Markup, a media outlet that
pursues data-driven investigations into the use of technology by powerful institutions and their
societal implications.

Modality three: Convenings
Across the Initiative, the number of people that attended an event, workshop, meeting, discussion
forum, or policy brie�ng, joined a listserv, or registered as an alumni is truly likely to be in the
thousands. Convening people is vital in community building—and people were convened. Sometimes
this was under the broad banner of ethics and governance of AI, as was often the case for the large
conferences. In other cases, convenings were held under sub-banners, such as the use of autonomous
lethal weapons in con�ict or media manipulation. Shared anecdotes signal the extent and depth of
community building that was achieved, speci�cally around sharing insights, bridging disciplines and
making connections:

“I know countless stories of people who met at the [FAT ML/ACM FAccT] conference who were
just chatting about shared interests and then went off and [...] wrote a paper for the next year.
And more often than not the stories I hear are very interdisciplinary. So it’s like not just a bunch
of computer scientists who otherwise would have seen each other. [...] So it had the effect [...]
of bridging some of these disciplinary divides, which is exactly what we were hoping for.”129

The Princeton AI dialogue workshops were also noted to have led to collaborations between academia
and industry. For example, a Princeton staff member was reported to have been hired by Facebook to
continue exploring topics they had discussed at the workshops.130 While the effects of these events are
anecdotal, there was a “general sense” that the large conferences, such as FAT ML / ACM FAccT

130 Ben Zevenbergen (Princeton CITP), online interview, December 9, 2021.

129 Solon Barocas (Cornell University), online interview, December 6, 2021.

128 Malavika Jayaram (Digital Asia Hub), online interview, December 16, 2021.

127 BKC, interim report, January 2019.

126 Media Lab, year one �nal report, July 2018.
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“helped to establish [ethics and governance of AI] as a legitimate area of research in a number of
technical �elds that had previously not taken these topics very seriously.”131

The community’s internationality
Ultimately, US-based organizations were the majority of grantees, with 15% (n=6) of grantees based
outside of the US (South America (2), UK (2), and Asia (2)).

A community under a common roof
The extent to which BKC and Media Lab, as the anchor institutions, achieved the objective to be the
common roof of the community is not clear-cut. It is highly in�uenced by a limited de�nition of what
constitutes successfully creating a common roof. In lieu of this de�nition, two points are re�ected on: 1)
leadership and 2) collaboration.

On one hand, interviewees spoke to the institutions as leaders in the �eld of AI ethics and governance
who have contributed to the community. This view is corroborated by an article listing the top 100
academic institutions in AI, ranked by total article share in the �eld from 2015 to 2019. Although this
evidence is dated, at that time Harvard was ranked �rst and MIT third.132

Regarding collaboration, there was some collaboration between Media Lab and BKC and some
evidence of organizations funded under the Initiative crossing paths, often through attendance at each
other’s meetings (at the organizational rather than project level). But reports and interviews
highlighted that there were no of�cial efforts to bring Initiative projects together, an important activity
in centering a community under the BKC and Media Lab “roof.”

Reflections on building the ethics and governance of AI
community
Evidence was forwarded from each of the three modalities—multi/interdisciplinarity, supporting
new entities, and convening—deployed in the interest of community building that corroborated their
value and, in the case of multi/interdisciplinary collaboration and convenings, their impact. Though
the projects embodying the essence of these modalities are limited, they highlight promising
practices.

Overall, interviewees expressed a variety of views on whether there was a community and the role of
BKC and Media Lab in building it. Some noted that it “de�nitely exists” and that the two institutions
“de�nitely contributed to it.” Others felt that the Initiative “moved a community forward” via events
like FAT ML/ACM FAccT, but that, while there is a “healthy �eld,” the bringing together of computer
science and social science “hasn’t ended up with that galvanization.”

Beyond hints regarding the ideal attributes of the community—cross-disciplinarity and
internationality each assessed above—there is limited evidence that actions to jointly de�ne the
community were undertaken, so the concept of a community for the ethics and governance of AI
remains ambiguous. Without a clear de�nition, it is near impossible to robustly assess if there was a
Community, if it grew, or became stronger or more aligned. As one respondent noted: “the broader
�eld of AI ethics and governance is a morass. I would have no idea how to describe or de�ne it at this
point. There is far too much going these days to be able to bring any structure to things.”133

One thing is certain—the number of people and organizations producing outputs linked to ethics and
governance of AI grew, the number of people convened under the banner of AI ethics grew and the

133 Cornell University FAT ML/ACM FAccT, Caribou Digital-administered online survey, December 6, 2021.

132 “Top 100 Academic Institutions in Arti�cial Intelligence,” Nature Index, accessed February 22, 2022,
https://www.natureindex.com/supplements/nature-index-2020-ai/tables/academic.

131 Cornell University FAT ML/ACM FAccT, Caribou Digital-administered online survey, December 6, 2021.
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Initiative added fuel to that growth. Insights from the FAT ML/ACM FAccT conference below,
endorse this viewpoint, as does a sample of the Initiative’s own bibliography in Annex 6:

“[...] maintaining an up-to-date annotated bibliography seemed like a very reasonable idea at
the time—one that we thought necessary for the community to grow—but this quickly
became both unnecessary and practically impossible within the �rst year of the grant.”134

Broad changes enabled by the Initiative
This section outlines changes outside of those described in the Theory of Change. The evaluation
process relatively frequently surfaced two broader changes enabled by the Initiative on 1) individual
career progression and/or change and 2) project or organization progression.

Career progression and change
As previously discussed, numerous knowledge assets, products, and services were produced through
the contributions of the Initiative. The numerous publications and products produced through the
Initiative occasionally contributed to their authors’ or creators’ career progression from AI ethics and
governance research to developing policy or practices around AI ethics and governance. Some took
positions in government or governance institutions, such as the US or EU government, while others
took industry positions with companies like Google and Facebook.

While it is not possible to determine what impact these career changes may have on policy and
practices of public and private institutions, embedding highly ethics and governance of AI-informed
professionals within the public and private sector is aligned with the Initiative goals.

Project and organizational growth
Funding from the Initiative enabled some grantees to grow from a project to an organization. One
interviewee shared, “the AI Ethics grant made Tattle an organization. We went from being an open
source project to an organization. We quit our full-time jobs and we were like, okay, we’re doing this.”135

The Markup used Initiative funds as seed funding to hire staff and raise additional capital. By the end
of their grant period in April 2019, they had raised US$25 million.136 Since launching in 2020, they have
published hundreds of articles “investigating how powerful institutions are using technology to change
society.”137 DigiChina transitioned from a startup project within the New America Foundation to a
growing program based at Stanford University, housed within the Program on Geopolitics, Technology,
and Governance of the Cyber Policy Center at the Freeman Spogli Institute for International Studies. By
the end of their grant period they had secured multi-year funding from the Ford Foundation.138

Lastly, the Initiative helped some established organizations move to the leading edge of the �eld of AI
ethics and governance. For example, Access Now shared that Initiative funds put them at the forefront
of civil society, leading around AI ethics and governance in Europe. They noted that they are the only
digital rights non-governmental organization in the European Commission’s AI Expert group.139 These
project-level transitions illustrate how the Initiative’s contributions will continue to have an impact on
the �eld in the future.

139 Fanny Hidvegi (Access Now), online interview, January 20, 2022.

138 New America, �nal report, October 2021.

137 https://themarkup.org/about.
136 The Markup, �nal report, October 2019.

135 Tarumina Prabhakar (Tattle Technologies), online interview, December 22, 2021

134 Cornell University FAT ML/ACM FAccT, Caribou Digital-administered online survey, December 6, 2021.
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Durability of the Initiative’s impact
Much of this report already explicitly or subtly spotlights the longevity of impact generated through
this Initiative. For example:

● The 250+ knowledge assets (Annex 6) produced through contributions from the Initiative
bene�tting the AI ethics and governance community as it grows and expands. This also includes
the multiple governance documents and other institutions that cite these assets.

● The masses of people and institutions educated and informed via Initiative resources, educational
programs, training, public and media outreach, etc.

● The legal reforms which are not expected to be reversed in the near future.

Thus this section builds on these impacts and highlights a few other notable examples of the
Initiative’s sustained impact, as well as a few examples of projects or products that did not continue
after the grant period.140

In addition to the previously mentioned examples of Tattle, The Markup, and DigiChina, �ve
examples of projects sustaining impact are highlighted. The FAT ML/ACM FAccT conference, initially
convened by Cornell University, shared that Initiative funding allowed them to move from a small
annual workshop attached to the main machine learning conferences to a stand-alone conference
af�liated with the Association for Computing Machinery.141 It was previously cited that the FAT
ML/ACM FAccT conference “helped to establish [AI ethics and governance] as a legitimate area of
research in a number of technical �elds that had previously not taken these topics very seriously” and
that it remains an important venue to debate what AI ethics and governance research should look like
and focus on.142

It was previously noted that the joint BKC and Media Lab Assembly program created value in
bringing together engineers and product people from private industry alongside regulatory staffers and
academics. Building off the Assembly program, it has now been incorporated into the new Institute for
Rebooting Social Media, and is recruiting a new cohort of fellows this year. 143

A third example is CivilServant, which is now a part of Cornell University and changed its name to
the Citizens and Technology Lab.144 The Data Nutrition Project successfully transitioned from an
Assembly project to an organization that was independently funded by the Initiative and continues to
run with a part-time team in 2022.145 Finally, the Digital Asia Hub, incubated by BKC, remains active
today.

It is important to note that while several projects continued to generate impact, some did not. This is
not surprisingly for an initiative of this scale and diversity. Overall 18% (n=7) of grantees, representing
6% ($1,367,188) of total funding, did not report any impact did not report any impact beyond the
development of outputs such as knowledge assets or AI prototypes.

Reflections on Initiative’s aggregate and holistic impact
Over �ve years, the Initiative supported 39 grantees, distributed $23,325,884, and, without a doubt,
generated a tremendous amount of activity on the topic of AI ethics and governance. The impact
sections reviewed the Initiative’s impact through the knowledge assets and products developed,

145 Kasia Chmielinski (The Data Nutrition Project), online interview, November 29, 2021.

144 CivilServant, �nal report, September 2020.

143 Jonathan Zittrain (co-founder and director of Harvard’s Berkman Klein Center for Internet & Society), email to authors, 20
April, 2022.

142 Cornell University FAT ML, Caribou Digital-administered online survey, December 6, 2021.

141 In 2020, the name of this conference was changed to Association for Computing Machinery FAccT. Cornell University FAT
ML, Caribou Digital-administered online survey, December 6, 2021.

140 Excluding from this analysis organizations that existed prior and did not have signi�cant dependencies on funding (i.e.,
Data & Society, Mozilla Foundation, New America Foundation, Access Now, Meedan, MuckRock, etc.) and bounded research
projects that were not expected after their research questions were addressed.
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their uptake, the contributions of more informed public and private sectors, evidence of change in
public policy and industry practice, the extent of community building, and the sustainability of the
Initiative’s work. The Initiative generated vast quantities of assets: over 250 publications, more than
a dozen products, and countless engagements. One in three of the Initiative’s grantees provided
examples of how they contributed to more informed public and private sectors. One in four of the
Initiative’s grantees linked explicit policy changes and actions to their work. However, some research
and products have yet to capture attention, policy change is a long game where connections help,
and community building requires dedicated resources and commitment.

While it may be up to each of the funders to assess if the impact observed was suf�cient, it is also
important to consider the timeline of this Initiative. In 2016/2017, the �eld of ethics and governance
of AI was relatively nascent, and so an element of foundation laying was required. This necessary
work tends to weigh towards outputs, rather than longer-range impacts. It is exploratory, casts a
wide net, and shifts tactics as context changes. Ultimately, Initiative leadership and funders should
emerge with new knowledge and a clearer view on where resources should be focused next or have
new learnings to apply to similar future initiatives.
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Recommendations
For funders of current or future complex multi-funder/year/grantee initiatives, the following three
broad recommendations are proposed:

1. Design for diversity—in institutions, approaches, and geography—in selection processes.
Conducting informative activities—such as ecosystem scanning and surveys on priorities applied
to the broader ecosystem—prior to the selection processes would be an opportunity to gain
consensus on the gaps in research and practice and increase awareness of a broader range of
institutions conducting relevant work. Another approach would be to embed a minimum level of
diversity of institutions, countries or community interests that could enable the creation of a richer
and more diverse set of implementers and impacts. Support for intra-initiative engagement—from
internal Initiative newsletters, discussion forums or annual Initiative convenings—could further
maximize the bene�ts brought by diverse grantee voices.

2. De�ne the community mission to galvanize people and institutions. Building communities is
inherently dif�cult work, made more dif�cult if there is less clarity on the mission of the
community. For future community-building initiatives, articulating the vision and mission,
clarifying membership, and determining strategies to achieve the mission would galvanize people
and institutions towards it.

3. Design for impact measurement at the start of the initiatives. Collaboratively design and agree
on the initiative’s Theory of Change (ideally) pre-implementation. This will describe how the
Initiative is expected to contribute to change and in which conditions it might do so; that is, “if we
do X, Y will happen because …”146 Aligned with the Theory of Change, establish a small set of
SMART (speci�c, measurable, achievable, relevant, and time-bound) metrics to monitor early
progress and intended impact. Lastly, dedicate resources to regularly—quarterly or
biannual—aggregate and review data generated by the initiative projects during implementation.
On a similar cadence, engage projects to untangle the “how” and “why” of what is and is not
working.

146 Some signposts for a robust Theory of Change are: 1) Explicit: clearly articulate each predicted stage of change; 2) Context
rich: exhibit a deep awareness of the operational context, which is fundamental to understanding impact and ergo designing
impact research; 3) Plausible: the theory that the product could lead to the suggested outcomes is conceivable and agreed
upon by expert stakeholders; 4) Testable: The theory is speci�c enough to enable credible testing; 5) Living: as a critical
re�ection tool it needs to be referred to and updated with insights as the Initiative is implemented.
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In summary
At the end of the �ve-year, $23-million Initiative, funders are closer to understanding the extent and
depth to which the Initiative achieved their aims to “deploy new prototypes, conduct research, directly
impact both policy and technologies, build community, teams, and even institutions, and engage in
education and outreach that meaningfully connects human values with the technical capabilities of
arti�cial intelligence and related technologies.”147 Re�ecting on the original aims cast in 2017, we
summarize three key takeaways:

1. The Initiative fueled substantial growth in the �eld of AI ethics and governance and realized a
number of impacts on both industry and public policy. Vast quantities of research assets were
generated, and about a dozen technologies developed. Evidence suggests that, overall, these assets
were highly relevant and often garnered high engagement. One in three grantees demonstrated
that they informed policy, while one in four linked concrete changes in industry and public policy
back to their work.

2. Views about the cohesiveness of the AI ethics and governance community varied. BKC and Media
Lab supported their respective universities to deepen their own engagement on questions about,
and solutions to, AI ethics and governance, supported team building across the 39 grantees, and
even supported or created new entities. However, the Initiative structure and incentives did not
result in sustained collaboration between BKC and the Media Lab or connection and collaboration
within the Initiative. Community building is inherently dif�cult work and requires signi�cant and
dedicated resources to succeed.

3. Even operating in a �eld as complex and dynamic as AI, the Initiative was responsive to many key
trends. This responsiveness was particularly notable across four efforts: 1) the embrace of the
inherent interdisciplinarity of AI ethics and governance; 2) the inclusion and engagement of society
through media, training, education, and creative public engagements, like art exhibitions; 3) the
development and support of a counterweight to the vast industry resources and priorities on AI;
and 4) the ampli�cation of a diversity of voices in AI, of which more could have been done by the
Initiative.

Donors have the opportunity—perhaps even the responsibility—to counterbalance market and
geopolitical incentives in support of human-centric and ethical applications of AI. While it will not be
possible for donors’ funds to equal the amount spent on AI by industry or major governments, a broad
mix of academic, technology, and civil society organizations will need to continue to play a key role in
increasing public awareness and in�uencing policy.

The impacts of the Initiative on both the public and technology spaces are testaments to the unique
role for skills brought by technologists, researchers, journalists, campaigners, and legal professionals,
and indicates a promising path ahead.

147 BKC-Media Lab, Cover Memo to Ethics and Governance of AI Fund Principals, June 1, 2017.
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Annex 1: Evaluation framework and methods
In the �rst phase of this evaluation, a retrospective Theory of Change was developed (Annex 3). Prior to
this evaluation, there was no explicit Theory of Change for the Initiative. A four-part evaluation
framework was developed from this Theory of Change and the evaluation questions in the RFP:

● Strength of the Theory of Change: This theme addressed the suitability, consistency, clarity,
and utility of the Initiative’s Theory of Change, with special emphasis on the extent to which
the activities of the implementing programs were clearly aligned with this broader Theory of
Change.

● Aggregate and holistic impact: This theme focused on capturing and assessing the impacts of
the implementing programs and lead institutions, not only in discrete/atomistic terms but also
ideally in concert, toward the goals of the Initiative as a whole (as articulated in the Theory of
Change).

● Programmatic elements: This theme explored the processes underpinning the Initiative—
identi�cation of initiative implementers, evaluation, transparency, ef�ciency, etc.

● Re�ections on the broader �eld of AI ethics and governance: This theme explored the �eld’s
journey from “point A” in 2017 to “point B” at programs’ end in 2021 and assessed the extent to
which the Initiative helped drive the change between these points.

These components were explored through the following data collection methods:

● Document review: To provide context to the Initiative, describe its structure, and assess its
impact, we reviewed 200+ documents provided by The Miami Foundation: main proposal and
grant agreements with BKC and Media Lab; grantee proposals; grantee �nancial documents;
and grantee interim and �nal reports. We conducted an analytic induction of the documents
using Dovetail, an online qualitative data analysis software. We started the analysis with
deductive themes based on the Theory of Change and continued to look for undiscovered
patterns and emergent themes throughout the analysis. We used this qualitative analysis
method to ensure that we met the evaluation’s purpose, while also allowing for unexpected
themes to emerge.

● Semi-structured interviews: To help provide context to the Initiative, describe its structure,
and assess its impact, we conducted semi-structured interviews over Zoom from October 2021
to February 2022. The response rate was 81% (30/37). Of the 30 completed interviews, 25 were
with grantees, 2 were with outside organizations knowledgeable about the Initiative, and 3
were with BKC and Media Lab. Of the seven incomplete interviews, two did not respond to our
request, two declined, and three more responded initially but did not reply to follow-up emails.
We used the same data analysis method for the interviews as in the document review.

● Surveys: To help provide context to the Initiative, describe its structure, and assess its impact,
we deployed a qualitative survey via SurveyMonkey from November to December 2021 to 95%
(37/39) of grantees. At the time of survey deployment, two grantees had already been
interviewed; thus, they were not sent a survey. Our response rate was 22% (8/37). We sent out
two reminders to encourage organizations to respond to the survey. We used the same data
analysis method for the surveys as in the interviews and document review.
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Annex 2: Initiative project timeline by size
In 2017, the Initiative awarded 9 grants, with an additional 15 in 2018 and 14 in 2019. On average, 15 Initiative projects ran simultaneously each year. The year 2019 saw
the highest number of projects (32), while one project �nished its award in 2022. The timeline is unknown for one grantee and not included in this analysis.
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Annex 3: Initiative Theory of Change
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Annex 4: Project descriptions
Project descriptions are organized by shared activity clusters.

BKC ($8,314,773) ▼ Community building ▼ Research sprints and pilot projects ▼ Education, training, and outreach

*Multiple interdisciplinary meetings/convenings
*Community spaces, e.g., ThursdAI and Global AI
dialogue
*Convened events, e.g., Global symposium on AI
& Inclusion
*Fellowships via Assembly and Techtopia

*Numerous research programs and outputs, e.g., Principled
AI Project; AI and Human Rights report; Accountability of AI
under the rule of law

*Various resources for education, e.g., Case study toolkit for Ethical AI; BKC policy
primers on autonomous vehicles; public learning experiences
*Training/outreach, e.g., public sector with AGTech Forum for attorneys general and
staff; General public with metaLAB's AI + Art;
*Policy engagement, e.g., advised national and international policy-makers and
international bodies (ITU/UN)
*Industry engagement, e.g., with Facebook on content moderation
*Offered three AI ethics university courses

Media Lab ($6,167,663)

*Multiple interdisciplinary meetings/convenings
with government, academia, tech platforms, and
general counsels

*Product development, e.g., BayesDB and Earshot
*Applied research, e.g., Gobo Gobo; Cardio Linguistics for
Atypical Angina; AIEquals
*Various research programs and outputs, e.g., Society in the
Loop; Scalable Cooperation Group; Moral Machine

*Training/outreach, eg., BKC/Gobo team collaboration youth digital literacy; public talks
on facial recognition AI; AI for Journalism workshops
*Policy engagement, e.g., on use of actuarial risk assessment; government use of facial
recognition algorithm
*Offered an AI ethics university course
*Industry engagement, e.g., with Facebook and AV sector

NYU; AI Now ($662,000)

*Convened the AI Now 2017 Symposium *Research into Algorithmic Impact Assessments (AIA); AI,
gender, and intersectionality

*Engagement with (Dutch) policymakers via consultations; participation in
Congressional Black Caucus brie�ngs
*Developed AIA as practical framework for public agency accountability

The Institute for Technology & Society of Rio
($280,021)

*Established working group to expand the debate
on EGAI among public and private sector actors

*Developed Pegabot and Atrapabot for public to locate bots
in social media

*Produced online courses
*Co-taught at a summer school with Digital Asia Hub on disinformation
*Trainings with Brazilian government on bots and fake news

Princeton CITP ($201,840)
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https://ainowinstitute.org/AI_Now_Program_2017.pdf
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*Convened multiple transdisciplinary workshops
on EGAI to develop case studies
*Workshops on human rights and AI
*Hosted a conference with the UN on AI and
impact on the world’s poorest

*Developed 6 �ctional case studies on the intersection of AI
and Ethics

*Developed graduate seminar on dialogues on AI and Ethics

Harvard; PILAC ($280,685)

*Convened workshops on AI at the Frontiers of
International Law concerning Armed Con�ict
with academia, civil society, and interactional
actors

*Produced over a dozen articles and analysis pieces on AI,
law, and armed con�ict

*Contributed to multiple international government brie�ngs on AI’s role in con�ict
*Brie�ngs with international actors, e.g., SIPRI and ICRC

Harvard; Shorenstein Center ($700,000)

*Fellowships (×2)
*Collaborations with Digital Justice lab to develop
a critically engaged network of technologists on
EGAI questions

*Research to develop the Media Manipulation Casebook
(digital research platform)

*Consultations with tech platforms
*Advising congress and training US government staffers on media manipulation and
mitigation strategies
*Media Manipulation Casebook as a resource for researchers, journalists, technologists,
policymakers, educators, and civil society

Mozilla Foundation ($250,000)

*Fellowship program (2× fellows) *Research and analysis on exposing disinformation
campaigns and role of AI

*Direct engagement with tech platforms, government, and journalists on
misinformation including testifying to House Committee on Science, Space and
Technology

Data and Society ($200,000)

*Advisor to Partnership for AI (PAI) and
participation in PAI working groups

*Variety of publications in journals and blogs on social and
economic implications of AI and frameworks to assess AI

*Engagement with (EU, EUR, UK) policymakers via consultations and evidence
submissions
*Informal discussions with tech platforms

New America Foundation ($250,000)

*Hosted AI and Digital Policy in China event
*Hosted closed-door policy events on AI

*Produced dozens of analyses, special reports, and
translations on Chinese cyberspace (including AI)

*Testi�ed at Congress on Chinese policy on cyberspace
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Digital Asia Hub ($100,000)

*Convened and participated in numerous
workshops, policy roundtables, and large events
regionally and internationally to provide Asian
perspective on EGAI

*Research via a series of deep-dive convenings on EGAI
questions in developing countries

*Held a public AI art exhibition
*Co-taught at a summer school with ITS Rio on disinformation

Access Now ($200,000)

*Led various convenings with industry,
policymakers, and civil society
*Supported coordination at events, e.g.,
RightsCon ‘18; ICDPPC ‘17; AI summit at MWC ‘18

*Numerous commentaries and analyses on topics such as
GDPR and e-privacy

*Engagement with (EU, EUR) policymakers via consultations
*Developed policy guides for law-makers and user guides to EU data protection |
Toronto deceleration

Meedan ($175,000)

*Initiated various Credibility Coalition working
groups

*Public release of dataset (of articles annotated from their
credibility) and results papers
*Developed Bot Garden as part of Check offering to
automate and scale fact-checking for newsrooms

*Content moderation partnerships with tech platforms
*Fact-checking partnerships with newsrooms and civil society

The Markup ($750,000)

*Seed funding for new investigative
data-journalism organization focused on societal
effects of AI and other technologies

*Received seed funding for set up; reports were generated
after the grant period

*Public awareness generated via open access reporting

Electronic Frontier Foundation ($235,000) ▼ Research sprints and pilot projects ▼ Education, training, and outreach

*Research to develop various amicus briefs on software code transparency (used in criminal
justice system)

*Policy engagement via participating as amici, consulting with public defenders, and issuing amicus
briefs

ACLU Foundation of Massachusetts ($500,000)

*Research to inform public campaigns on government use of face surveillance technology *Multiple practical resources for public awareness during the “press pause on face surveillance”
campaign also engage in a week of action with youth action and media coverage
*Policy engagement via public records lawsuit, public record requests, testifying
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Chequeado ($75,000)

*Eight investigative journalism pieces on AI and disability, work, education, justice, and health *Guide for journalists covering AI
*Media alliances to share results of research

Seattle Times ($125,000)

*Scores of articles produced during a year-long spotlight on a range of AI topics *Public engagement via own media channels and other media outlets
*Student outreach via a tour and discussion on journalism covering AI

University of Regina ($275,000)

*Multiple causal reasoning experiments and research published on misinformation in social
media and approaches to reduce the spread of misinformation

*Engagement with industry via consultation with Facebook, Twitter, and partnerships, e.g., with Jigsaw
*Public outreach via public media (NY Times articles) and public lectures

Global Voices; CivilServant ($275,000)

*Developed three products for conducting research, e.g., to inform users about their data use,
Reddit monitoring, privacy, and ethics software.
*Multiple citizen science research outputs including methodologies

*Presented evidence to government commissions (Canada)
*Publish community debrie�ng post=-research guided by community collaborators
*Engage relevant communities in formulating research questions (community research summits)
*Engaging policy via �ndings submitted as advice (UK Parliament)
*Engagement with tech platforms on �ndings

Oxford Internet Institute ($365,000)

*Development of the Governance of Emerging Technologies (GET) research program; dozens of
EGAI publications generated including experiments

*Engagement with (UK) policymakers via consultations and evidence submissions on use of AI in the
criminal justice system
*Engagement with tech platforms and private organizations using AI
*Public documentaries on research (BBC, Wired)

Tattle Civic Technologies ($100,000)

*Developed open source tools to assist fact-checking, e.g., WhatsApp Archiver (scraper) and
Tattle Khoj (dataset)
*Documenting ethical considerations in archiving and opening data from Chat Apps

*Engagement with civil society via advising journalists (ad hoc)
*Created a portal for journalists to access all resources

Rochester Institute of Technology (RIT) ($100,000)
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*Developed DeFake a ML tool to identify if audio and video evidence is fake
*Published research describing the model

*Engagement with journalists (as testers)
*Engagement with industry via ethics discussions with developers of deep fakes

Cambridge in America; Leverhulme Center ($252,291) ▼ Community building ▼ Research sprints and pilot projects

*Organize multiple interdisciplinary workshops to explore algorithmic interpretability
requirements in light of GDPR

*Research published on methods for discovering interpretable representations in AI settings

Harvard; Assembly Accelerator ($60,000)

*Fostered a community/fellowship (annual cohort) spanning sectors and disciplines to
understand and develop solutions to challenges in EGAI

*Assembly cohorts developed ten frameworks, tools, and other solutions to address EGAI challenges

Harvard; EJ Safra Center ($120,000)

*Fellowship program *Published on developing oversight mechanisms to govern the development of emerging technologies

CUNY ($100,000) ▼ Community building ▼ Education, training and outreach

*AI monitor journalist fellowship program *Training community and ethnic media journalists to uncover and analyze AI systems
*Developed resources for journalists (expert videos, primers)

Community Partners; HRDAG ($300,000) ▼ Research sprints and pilot projects

*Published research on AI-generated pretrial risk assessments
*Collaborated on other research—using ML to target FOIA requests on police complaints, ML to predict hidden graves in Mexico—but no research outputs reported

University of California Berkeley ($400,000)

*Published research on how to better align algorithmic decision-making systems with the social desiderata of fairness and explainability
*Developed WhyNot, a Python package that provides an experimental sandbox for decisions in dynamics, connecting tools from causal inference and reinforcement learning with challenging dynamic
environments

GovAI ($250,000)
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*Multiple publications on AI experts’ opinions and forecasts on ethics and governance
*A public opinion survey on AI was funded but, not yet published

Harvard; SEAS ($135,000)

*Research on the impact of exposing the key features of a pre-trial assessment on judge decisions/next steps (no publication as still in analysis)

Data Nutrition Project ($230,000

*Developed tool to assess the accuracy and fairness of AI via improving datasets
*Published data nutrition framework

MuckRock ($150,000)

*Launched Sidekick, a crowdsourcing toolset of machine learning classi�ers to analyze documents/datasets

Legal Robot ($100,000)

*Launched Legal Data Commons
*Further development of Legal Robot’s AI for acquisition of vast quantities of public contracts and automated document analysis

Cornell University; FAT ML ($166,714) ▼Community building

*Established a cross-disciplinary annual conference on issues of fairness, accountability, and transparency in computational systems

UT-Austin; COGSEC & Tim Hwang; COGSEC
($400,000 each)

*Convened a virtual event focused on teaching practical skills in investigating, media manipulation, and disinformation efforts

WeRobot ($20,000)

*No reports required by the grant
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Annex 5: Products developed or expanded under the
Initiative
A number of products do not have speci�c names. This may be an omission in reporting or because the
product is unnamed.

▼Product name Organization name Description

AI benchmark repository University of Utah

Algorithms, datasets, and metrics to evaluate different fairness-aware tools

AI Compass BKC

Interactive dashboard that highlights connections across selected focus areas (AI+Governance, AI+Inclusion, AI+Art & Design,
AI+Youth)

Atrapabot ITS Rio

Tool that creates more transparency about bot usage in Mexico

Bartleby Global Voices (CivilServant)

Software for large-scale management of GDPR, CCPA, and university research ethics procedures

BayesDB Media Lab

Open-source AI software that enables programmers to answer data analysis questions in seconds

Bot Garden Meedan

Supports fact-checking for researchers and media outlets at scale

Data Nutrition Tool Data Nutrition Project

Creates a standard label for interrogating datasets

DeFake RIT

Tool to detect manipulated videos

Earshot Media Lab

Search tool for American talk radio

Gobo Media Lab

Tool to control algorithms on social media platforms

Intelligent web scraper Legal Robot

Tool to scrape public records from US local government of�ces

PegaBot ITS Rio

Tool that creates more transparency about bot usage in Brazil

Risk Assessment Tool Database BKC

Collects public information about design and implementation of risk assessment instruments used in US criminal justice system

SepsisWatch Data & Society

iPad app that uses deep learning to display a patient’s risk for developing sepsis

Sidekick MuckRock

Crowdsourcing/API for Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) requests

FactCheck Article Scraper Tattle Civic Technologies

Repository that contains a collection of scripts to scrape the fact checking sections of certain websites in India

Jod Bot Tattle Civic Technologies

Telegram interface to upload media to tattle's archive and search through it.

Kosh Tattle Civic Technologies

Searchable archive of multimedia content relevant to misinformation and social media in India

WhatsApp Archiver Tattle Civic Technologies

Tool that consolidates chat �les exported from different WhatsApp conversations into one database.

Turing Box Media Lab

Two-sided marketplace that allows AI contributors to upload existing and novel algorithms for scienti�c study

WhyNot University of California Berkeley

Python package that provides an experimental sandbox for decisions in dynamics, connecting tools from causal inference and
reinforcement learning with challenging dynamic environments
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Annex 6: Knowledge assets produced under the AI
Initiative
The bibliography below is a sample of 256 knowledge assets produced by 30 grantees. Please note that
this list is not exhaustive.

“A Compilation of Materials Apparently Re�ective of States’ Views on International Legal Issues Pertaining
to the Use of Algorithmic and Data-Reliant Socio-Technical Systems in Armed Con�ict.” Cambridge,
MA: Harvard Law School Program on International Law and Armed Con�ict. Accessed March 3,
2022.
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